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ELECTROMAGNETIC- AND QUANTUM-WAVEGUIDE
STRUCTURES AND DISCONTINUITIES
1. INTRODUCTION
Passive guided-wave structures and components such as microstrip lines and
associated discontinuities (e.g., impedance steps, bends, and T junctions) are essential
elements of modern microwave circuits. Their accurate characterization has become
increasingly important for the design of microwave integrated circuits (MICs) and in
particular of monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMICs) where it is not
economical or practical to tune the circuits after they have been fabricated [1].
Therefore, a large number of sophisticated numerical techniques and software tools for
the analysis and computer-aided design (CAD) of guided-wave structures in microwave
circuits have been developed over the past two decades [e.g, 1].
The closely related field of integrated optics, which originated in the early 1970s,
greatly benefits from these developments as many of the methods currently used for
the characterization of dielectric optical waveguides, such as dielectric slab and strip
waveguides, have been directly adopted from the techniques employed for analyzing
guided-wave structures at microwave frequencies [e.g., 2 -7].
The availability of well-developed microwave techniques is also useful for the
study of solid-state structures and devices exhibiting quantum confinement.For
instance, a simple transfer matrix description together with a transverse resonance
method has been used by Tripathi and Bhattacharya [8] to characterize general quantum
well superlattices. Microwave techniques are expected to be particularly useful for the
analysis and modeling of a recently emerged class of semiconductor structures with two-
and three-dimensional quantum confinement of the electronic states [9]. The dimensions
of these so-called mesoscopic structures (on the order of tens of nanometers) are smaller
than the phase-coherence length of electrons at low temperature (up to a few microns
in GaAs) so that the wave-like behavior of electrons is dominant.Hence, the low2
temperature electronic transport inthese structures is in close analogy to the propagation
of electromagnetic waves in metallic anddielectric waveguides.Accordingly,
mesoscopic structures are here referred to as quantumwaveguide structures.
Some of the most popular numerical techniquescurrently used for the character-
ization of guided-wave structures in (M)MICsand integrated optics are the finite
element and finite difference method[10]-[13], the method of moments [14]-[16] and
the mode-matching method [17]-[21].In the analysis of discontinuities in quantum
waveguide structures, nearest-neighbortight-binding Hamiltonian schemes [22], [23]
(which are equivalent to finite differencemethods) are frequently employed while other
research groups have also utilized themode-matching methods [24]-[27].
In the mode-matching technique asapplied to junctions and discontinuities in
guided-wave structures, the wave functiondescribing the wave propagation in different
uniform guided-wave sections is first expressedin terms of a modal expansion similar
to the Fourier series expansionof a periodic function. Then, the wavefunctions in
different regions are matched according tothe prevailing continuity conditions, leading
to a matrix equation which expressesthe mode coupling due to the junction or
discontinuity. A characteristic advantage ofthe mode-matching technique is that a
better physical understanding of the effectof a junction or discontinuity in a guided-
wave structure may beprovided.On the other hand, mode-matching methods,in
general, are limited to junctions whosediscontinuity region belongs to a separable
coordinate system as compared to discretizationmethods, such as finite element and
finite difference methods, which can be applied tojunctions of arbitrary shapes.
In the present work, generalized modal analysistechniques for the study
of various guided-wave structures formicrowave, optical, and mesoscopic systems are
employed. Junctions and discontinuities arecharacterized by adopting the systematic
mode-matching method developed by Kiihn [18]for the analysis of multiport metallic
waveguide circuits. This mode-matchingmethod as applied to an arbitrary junction is
described in Chapter 2.
Subsequently, various microstrip discontinuitiesand junctions based on
equivalent planar waveguide models are analyzedin Chapter 3. The equivalent planar3
waveguide model for a microstrip line has beenpreviously developed by Wolff and co-
workers [28]. They have used it to characterize anumber of microstrip discontinuities
such as impedance steps, right-anglebends, and T junctions [19], [28].Here, an
equivalent curved planar waveguide modeltogether with the mode-matching technique
described in Chapter 2 is utilized to analyzecurved microstrip bend discontinuities.
Furthermore, by applying a special procedure to constructmodal field expansions in
the discontinuity region, the analysisof right-angle bends and T junctions[19] is
extended to discontinuities consisting ofcomposite cavities such as the notch
compensated right-angle bends and T junctions.
In Chapter 4, the normal mode spectrumof an arbitrary graded-index dielectric
slab waveguide is derived by applying thegeneralized telegraphist's equations [29] to
the equivalent inhomogeneous parallel-platewaveguide model with electric or magnetic
walls. Mode-matching is then used tocalculate the transmission properties of a step
discontinuity in typical diffused opticalwaveguides with exponential, Gaussian, or
complementary error-function profiles. For anabrupt transverse offset in a diffused
optical waveguide, the radiation loss is shown toincrease smoothly with increasing
displacement. On the other hand, power losscalculations for an abrupt change in
diffusion depth for which the dominant modeis in the vicinity of cutoff, exhibit a sharp
transition from almost zero loss to nearly totalradiation loss.
In Chapter 5, the modal expansiontechnique is applied to various quantum
waveguide configurations. An extension of thegeneralized scattering matrix technique
[30] is formulated and mode-matchingmethods are used to analyze quantum waveguide
structures containing multiple junctions.Special consideration is given to the double
constriction structure for which a negativedifferential resistance (NDR) in the low
temperature current-voltagecharacteristics is predicted, in analogy to doublepotential
barrier structures (as in resonant tunnelingdiodes). Design procedures for increasing
the temperature range over which NDRis achievable are presented. Finally, themodal
analysis technique introduced in Chapter 4for a step discontinuity in a graded-index
dielectric slab waveguide is applied to auniform quantum waveguide structure with
quantum confinement due to anarbitrary potential distribution in the lateraldirection.4
2. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
In a guided-wave structure waves can propagatealong a chosen (longitudinal)
direction while they experience some degreeof confinement in the planes perpendicular
to the direction of propagation.In general, two types of structures according tothe
transverse wave confinement can bedistinguished: (a) bounded structures with finite
cross section such as themetallic rectangular waveguide, and (b) unbounded structures
with infinite cross section as, for example, openmicrostrip and dielectric slab
waveguides.
The wave solutions for bounded andunbounded guided-wave structures are
usually obtained by solving the correspondingmathematical boundary-value problem.
The time-harmonic eigensolutions of theboundary-value problem are called the modes
of the guided-wave structure, and formthe mode spectrum.Any arbitrary time-
harmonic wave solution may be expressed in termsof an expansion in these orthogonal
eigensolutions (modal expansion) [31]-[33]. Themode spectrum for bounded structures
consists of an infinite set of denumerablemodes giving rise to a series expansion of
the wave solution. On the other hand,unbounded structures may exhibit a finite set
of discrete modes as well as a continuumof modes [33].
The guided-wave structures studied in the presentwork are all of the unbounded
type. For their analysis they areaccurately modeled by equivalent boundedwaveguides
which can be classified as generalizedparallel-plate waveguides.
In this chapter, a generalized description ofKiihn's mode-matching technique
[18] as adapted for the characterization of anarbitrary junction connecting parallel-plate
waveguides with homogeneous cross sectionis given.The analysis of waveguide
structures with inhomogeneous crosssection is described in Chapter 4 for dielectricslab
waveguides with arbitrary index profile, and inChapter 5 for quantum waveguides with
arbitrary lateral potential profile.5
2.1Modal Solution for a Uniform Parallel-PlateWaveguide with Homogeneous
Cross Section
The time-harmonic wave propagation inthe uniform parallel-plate waveguides
(Fig. 2.1) studied in the present work canbe described by a single scalar quantityf(x,z)
which shall be referred to as the wavefunction.
Fig. 2.1 Generalized uniform parallel-platewaveguide with homogeneous cross section.
For parallel-plate waveguides withhomogeneous cross section, the wave function
f(x,z) satisfies the two-dimensional (2D)reduced scalar wave equation (Helmholtz
equation)
g f(x,z) =
a2 a2
+ + k2 f(x,z) = 0
ax2az2
(2.1)
where k2 is a real positive quantity independentof position. At the plates (walls), f(x,z)
is assumed to fulfill either Dirichletboundary conditions
f(x,z) = 0 at x= 0and x= w
or Neumann boundaryconditions
af(x,z) = 0
ax
(2.2a)
atx = 0and x = w . (2.2b)6
For example, for electromagnetic waves with transverse electric (TE) polarizationin
a parallel-plate waveguide with electric(metallic) walls, f would represent the electric
field component Ey, and Dirichlet boundary conditions (f = Ey = 0) would beimposed
at the plates [31]-[33].
Applying the method of separation of variables, the eigensolutions f. of (2.1)
are found as [31], [32]
f: = on(x)e j°nz
f; = on(x)ei5az
(2.3a)
(2.3b)
where C and C correspond to waves traveling in the positive and negativez-direction,
respectively (a harmonic time-dependence of the general formeict, c>0 is assumed).
The transverse eigensolutions On(x) satisfy the 1D reduced scalar wave equation
with
2
gTo n(x) =
ax
kc2(n))4)n(x) = 0
kc2(n)=k2132> 0
as well as the boundary conditions
4).(x) = 0 orasn
(X) = 0
(2.4a)
(2.4b)
(2.4c)
at the walls.Since the linear operator T in (2.4a) together with the boundary
conditions (2.4c) is self-adjoint, the orthogonality of the transverse eigensolutions 0.(x)
is assured [31], [34]. The transverse eigensolutions are given as
4).(x) =2.. sin{lcc(n)x 1;icc(n) = nit, n = 1,2,3,...
w
(2.5a)for Dirichlet boundary conditions, and
with
on
W
cos[lcc(n)x],lcc(n) =
on=
non
w
Tiifn =0
2ifn > 0
7
n = 0,1, 2, 3, ...
(2.5b)
(2.5c)
for Neumann boundary conditions. From (2.4b) and (2.5a,b), the phase constants Pn
are obtained as
j fin =1k2lc(n)=k2(11.7t )2
w
(2.6)
The eigensolutions fn in (2.3) form an infinite denumerable set of orthogonal
waveguide modes. Any piece-wise continuous wave function f(x,z) in the parallel-plate
waveguide can be expanded into an infinite series of these modes [34]:
f(x,z) = E (anf:
bnfn/ (2.7)
n
In fact, the modal expansion of the wave function f(x,z) is here a superposition of two
independent Fourier series expansions of the transverse wave solution which are known
to be complete [35].8
2.2Mode-Matching Applied to an Arbitrary Parallel-Plate Waveguide Junction
Figure 2.2 shows an arbitrary junction connecting N uniform parallel-plate
waveguides.The discontinuity region D is enclosed by the boundary S and the
interfaces AS; (i=1,2,...,N). According to (2.1), the wave function0 in waveguide i
satisfies the 2D reduced scalar wave equation
(
)
a2
+a2
+ k.
2
f(i)(X,Z)= 0 ;
aX2az2
and fulfills the boundary conditions
i = 1, 2,... ,N
af(i) f(i) = 0 or = 0
ax
(2.8a)
(2.8b)
at the plates of waveguide i in a local coordinate system with z-axisdirected towards
the discontinuity region.
Fig. 2.2 Arbitrary junction connecting N uniform parallel-plate waveguides.Similarly, in the discontinuity region the wave function f satisfies
a2 a2
+ + k` f(x,z) = 0 (ax2az2
with the boundary conditions
f = 0 or =
an
on S .
9
(2.9a)
(2.9b)
The scalar wave function f and the corresponding canonical variable g = jr af/an
are assumed to be continuous across the interfaces ASi. Here,the real parameter tl is
independent of position within each waveguide. With the continuity of f and g, a
generalized characteristic wave impedance for each waveguide mode can be defined
as
(i) 1 Zn =
(i)
n
f+(i)
n 1
jri(i) af:(i)/az 11(1) 13(n')
b(1))\Iznw
i = 1,2,...,N;
n = (0),1,2,... .
(2.10)
Using the characteristic wave impedance, the normalized modal expansions of f and
g at the interface .,Si in waveguide i are given by
f(i) = E (a no)
g(i)= E(an(i)
n
i = 1,2,...,N
(2.11a)
(2.11b)
where the ar(ii)'s and bn(i)'s are the normalized amplitudes of the incident and reflected
waves in waveguide i, respectively.
In the discontinuity region the general solution for f and g = Aar/an is
constructed according to Kiihn's mode-matching method by superimposing the partial
solutions r(m) in the open cavity regions for which the boundary S is extended across10
all interfaces ASi except for AS. [18]. In other words, each partial solution Fm) satisfies
the reduced scalar wave equation (2.9a) in the open cavity region defined by Dirichlet
boundary conditions
= 0
or by Neumann boundary conditions
3 1<m)= 0
an
on S and ASi ; (2.12a)
on S and AS;ism. (2.12b)
The general solution of the wave function in the discontinuity region is then given by
N
= Ei(m)
m=1
g =jEfim
n=1 an
(2.13a)
(2.13b)
Each of the partial solutions in (2.13) is further expanded into an infinite set of suitable
orthogonal functions. For Dirichlet boundary conditions, i(m) is expanded as
with
-ion)= EcnonYnm),
n
m = 1, 2,... ,N (2.14a)
IPn nYkni) ds= 0forn
ASASm
(2.14b)
where the orthogonality is given over a suitable region ASAS.. The continuity of
f and g across the interface ASi is then expressed as
f(i)== ECn(i)
n
N N gm)
gE g(m) = E mE c(m)
n
m=1 m=1 n nan
on AS ,
= 1, N.
(2.15a)
(2.15b)11
The functions f and g on both sides of the interface are matched (in an integral sense)
by multiplying (2.15a) by ki) and (2.15b) by 4) (i=1,2,...,N), and integrating over the
cross section ASi. Due to the orthogonality of the functionsif') and 44i), a system of
linear equations results connecting the expansion coefficients of the wave function on
both sides of the interface. The expansion coefficientscP are eliminated and an infinite
set of linear equations relating theai;i)'s and bP's is obtained.
Similarly, for Neumann boundary conditions, g(m) is expanded as
where
gm) (n)E e(m) g_ J
n inan n
an1) Om)
ds = 0
anan
es ASASm
m = 1,2,...,N (2.16a)
fornk (2.16b)
The continuity equations for f and g across the interface ASi are given by
N
f(i)E ion)E E (iyi) en
m=1 m =1n
at(i) g(i)=g(i)= j Ecni)
I an
on ASi,
i = 1,2,...,N.
(2.17a)
(2.17b)
Again, the functions f and g on both sides of the interface are matched by multiplying
(2.17a) by Oci) and (2.17b) byall`)/an (i=1,2,...,N), and integrating over the cross
section ASi. As for the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions, the expansion coefficients
cP are eliminated and an infinite set of linear equations relating the aP's and bP's is
obtained.
In both cases, the system of linear equations relating the (complex) amplitudes
of the waves incident on and reflected at the junction is solved, and expressed in the
form of the general matrix equation b = Sa.The matrix S which includes the
evanescent modes excited at the junction is called the generalized scattering matrix12
(GSM) of the junction [30].
The special case of a step discontinuity in the width of a parallel-plate waveguide
can be analyzed by defining an artificial discontinuityregion in the waveguide section
with the larger width as shown in Fig. 2.3. The analysis of the step discontinuity is
simplified if the length L of the discontinuity region vanishes (L -40) which results in
the direct-matching of the wave functions in the two waveguide regions.
Fig. 2.3Step discontinuity in a parallel-plate waveguide.
In the numerical analysis of the junctions, the modal expansions must be
truncated. For the correct computation of the generalized scattering parameters of the
junction, it must be understood how the truncation of the wave function expansions
influences the solution.In the analysis of metallic waveguides, different converged
results may be obtained for different ratios of the number of retained modes in the
expansions. This convergence problem is usually referred to as relative convergence
phenomenon [17], [36].Theoretical studies on step discontinuities in metallic
waveguides have found that the relative convergence is related to the violation of the
field distribution at the edge of metallic boundaries, and that the correct converged result
is obtained if the ratio of modes retained on each side of the discontinuity is taken the
same as the ratio of the corresponding waveguide widths [36]. In order to seeif relative
convergence problems occur in the numerical analysis of the waveguide structures
studied in the present work, convergence investigations are shown where appropriate.13
3. DISCONTINUITIES INMICROSTRIP STRUCTURES
3.1Introduction
Passive guided-wave components in microwaveintegrated circuits (MICs) and
monolithic MICs (MMICs) are composed of planartransmission lines and junctions or
discontinuities.Typical examples of such components arefilters, phase shifters,
couplers, impedance transformers, and resonatorcircuits.The predominantly used
transmission line in (M)MICs is the microstrip.The methods used for the characteriza-
tion of microstrip discontinuites can be groupedinto three different categories.
In the first category, the discontinuity ismodeled by an equivalent circuit with
fixed lumped elements (e.g., [37]).The circuit parameters are given in termsof
mathematical expressions which are derivedfrom static or quasi-static calculations,
and/or from experimental data. This approachallows for fast computation times in the
analysis and computer-aided design (CAD)of microwave circuits.However, the
applicability of these methods with sufficient accuracyis usually limited to the low-
frequency spectrum and to a narrow range ofgeometrical discontinuity parameters.
An alternative approach for the analysis ofmicrostrip discontinuities has been
developed by Wolff and co-workers [28] whoapproximate the (unbounded) microstrip
line by an equivalent bounded planar waveguidewith effective geometrical dimensions
and dielectric constant. Mode-matchingtechniques are then employed to calculate the
scattering parameters of the microstrip discontinuity orjunction. Since the higher-order
modes are included in the waveguide modelapproach, a sufficiently accurate character-
ization of microstrip discontinuities over awide range of geometrical discontinuity
parameters and for a broad frequency range canbe obtained.
In recent years, exact numerical methods based on afull wave analysis of
unbounded and shielded microstrip discontinuities havebeen developed (e.g., [16] and
references therein). These full wave methods allowfor an accurate characterization of
microstrip discontinuities over a large frequency range.In most cases, however, their
computational effort is still very high rendering theirsuitability for CAD tools somewhat
limited.14
In this chapter, the equivalent waveguide model approach is used to characterize
various microstrip discontinuities and junctions.First, the curved microstrip bend
discontinuity consisting of a microstrip ring segment between two microstrip lines is
analyzed for its transmission properties.The microstrip lines are approximated by
equivalent magnetic wall parallel-plate waveguides for which the field solutions can be
easily derived (see Chapter 2). The field solutions in the microstrip ring segment are
derived by utilizing a perturbation analysis [38] of a modified curved (parallel-plate)
waveguide model. Other techniques have been formulated in the past to evaluate the
fields inside curved metallic waveguides.These include the use of an equivalent
nonuniformly loaded straight waveguide [39] and the rectangular and annular modal
analysis [40].The perturbation solution for the fields in the equivalent curved
waveguide model developed here is readily adaptable to the mode-matching procedure
outlined in Chapter 2, and is used to calculate the transmission properties of curved
microstrip bend discontinuities. The frequency-dependent reflection and transmission
coefficients of curved microstrip bends are determined and compared with those
obtained for the corresponding equivalent lumped circuit model as well as to those of
the right-angle and chamfered right-angle microstrip bends [28], [41], [42].Further
comparisons are made to data obtained from resonance and transmission measurements.
The application of the mode-matching technique to waveguide junctions and
discontinuities as, for example, in the modeling of microstrip impedance steps, curved
and right-angle bends, and T junctions, has been limited to configurations for which
the fields in the discontinuity region can be expanded directly into series of known
modal solutions (Chapter 2). The increasing employment of compensated microstrip
junctions in (M)MICs where part of the metal strip in the discontinuity region is
removed to improve the transmission properties, makes it necessary to develop
numerical methods for the characterization of junctions with more complicated
discontinuity regions. In the second part of this chapter, the mode-matching technique
used in the analysis of uncompensated right-angle bends and T junctions [19] is
extended to model notch compensated right-angle bends and T junctions for which no
direct modal field expansions in the discontinuity regions exist.15
3.2The Equivalent Magnetic-Wall Planar Waveguide Model
The microstrip line (Fig. 3.1a) is an unbounded (open) guided-wave structure
with inhomogeneous cross section. The modes of the microstrip are of a hybrid nature,
rendering a rigorous analysis of microstrip discontinuities more difficult.
(a)
MW
MW
EW
I.
EW
we
(b)
MW
(c)
MW
Fig. 3.1Cross-sectional view of (a) a microstrip line and (b) the equivalent
waveguide model; (c) equivalent parallel-plate waveguide model (longitudi-
nal-sectional view); EW - electric wall, MW magnetic wall.
The equivalent planar waveguide model shown in Fig. 3.1b was developed to
provide accurate and computationally efficient approximations for the electromagnetic
fields on the microstrip line [28]. It consists of a rectangular waveguide with effective
width we and height h bounded by electric walls at the top and bottom, and by magnetic
side walls. The equivalent planar waveguide is filled with a homogeneous dielectric
medium with effective dielectric constant ee. Due to the hybrid nature of the electro-16
magnetic fields on the microstrip line, the effective parameters of the equivalent
waveguide model are dispersive (frequency-dependent). Accurate empirical formulas
for the effective parameters of the equivalent waveguide model are available (e.g., [43]).
The effective waveguide parameters are chosen such that the fundamental TEM mode
of the equivalent waveguide accurately describes the quasi-TEM mode on the microstrip
line for frequencies up to the cutoff frequency of the first higher-order mode. Moreover,
the cutoff frequencies and the field distributions of the higher-order modes of the micro-
strip are modeled with sufficient accuracy by the higher-order modes of the equivalent
magnetic wall waveguide.
In general, the fundamental TEM mode as well as TE and TM modes may exist
in the equivalent waveguide shown in Fig. 3.1b.However, the waveguide model
assumes that the substrate height h is small compared with the wavelength so that the
fields can be assumed to be independent of the y coordinate.Furthermore, in the
following the transmission properties of the fundamental TEM mode only will be ana-
lyzed, and no discontinuities in the substrate height are considered.It can be shown
that under these conditions only the TEM mode and TE modes that are independent of
the y coordinate exist in the equivalent waveguide model [28].In this case, the
equivalent waveguide model reduces to a parallel-plate waveguide with magnetic walls
(Fig. 3.1c) for TE modes with transverse field components Ey and Hx. The normalized
solutions for the transverse fields of the TE modes are easily found from the general
treatment of parallel-plate waveguides in Chapter 2 (see also Section 4.2), and with
f=Ey, (n=((op0)-1) and Neumann boundary conditions at the plates are given by
E= E(ane ilnzbneji3nz)
n=0
Hx = E bnejPnz)1/1On(x)
n=0
withand
on =
Rn
8n nrc cos n = 0,1,2,...
We We
{1forn = 0(TEM mode)
2forn > 0(TEn modes)
2
2n It/
k
2
We
2ke = poeoeeco2
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(3.1c)
(3.1d)
(3.1e)
The characteristic wave impedance Zn defined in (2.10) is obtained from Maxwell's
equations as
Z
Po
=
a)
n (3.1f)
In analogy to the two-conductor transmission line, a characteristic line impedance
ZL can be defined from the transmission line equations for the fundamental TEM mode
as the ratio of the modal voltage and current [44]. With reference to Figs. 3.1(b,c) the
transverse electric and magnetic field components (Ey and Hx) for a TEM wave propa-
gating in the positive z-direction is expressed in terms of the modal voltage and current
as
and
Ey = 00(x)e-iRozV(z)
Hx=-a011000(x)e JRoz I(z)
we
The characteristic line impedance for the microstrip line is then given as
V(z) Ey h Po h
ZL =
I(z) flx weeo F
we
(3.2a)
(3.2b)
(3.3)18
3.3The Curved Microstrip Bend
3.3.1Theoretical Formulation
The curved microstrip bend is shown in Fig.3.2. It consists of a microstrip ring
segment (region III) with angle aand radius R which connects two microstriplines
(regions I and II) with width w on a substrate ofheight h and dielectric constant Er.
(a) (b)
Fig. 3.2 The curved microstrip bend: (a) topview; (b) cross-sectional view.
Fig. 3.3Equivalent magnetic wall parallel-plate waveguidemodel for the curved
microstrip bend.19
The corresponding magnetic wallparallel-plate waveguide model for the microstrip
lines, shown in Fig. 3.3, is characterizedby its frequency-dependent effectivewidth we
and effective dielectric constant ee(e.g., [43]).Since the curved microstrip bend
contains no discontinuities in width anddielectric constant (i.e., has constant width w
and dielectric constant Sr), a modified(magnetic wall) curved waveguide model isused
here for the microstrip ring segment wherethe effective width and effective dielectric
constant are identical to theeffective quantities for the microstrip lines[45]. Hence,
no discontinuities by whichnon-existing modes could be excited are introducedby the
modified curved waveguide model. The modeleffective radius is given by
R1 if,2
Re =+ 2- K +(We W)we'
(3.4)
The above effective radius assures a positivevalue of the effective inner radius ri,e
which approaches zero as the microstrip innerradius goes to zero (Fig. 3). As in the
case with the waveguidemodeling of the right-angle bend, T junctionand other
discontinuities [28], a correction corresponding tothe difference in electrical length of
the waveguide model and the actual structure mustbe made for accurate analysis of the
curved bend.
As discussed in the previous section, onlythe TEM mode and TE modes with
transverse components Ey and Hxexist in the parallel-plate waveguide models.The
application of the mode-matching method describedin Chapter 2 requires a complete
set of transversal field solutionswith orthogonal properties in all three regions. A com-
plete set of solutions for the transversal fieldsin regions I and II (i.e., in the straight
waveguides) is given according to (3.la,b) withreference planes at z=0 and z'=0 as
E=r (anie +bniejf3"z) fi:On(X)
n=0
(3.5a)
(3.5b)20
Anzbile -Anz) ( (3.5c) E
II= E kan e n ono )
n=0
with
il3z'bile -0J') ,./T,ono( E n ) e
8
n(X) = nCOS
e
nit
We
(3.5d)
(3.5e)
The factor sn, the phase constant an and the characteristic wave impedance Z. are
defined in (3.1d), (3.1e), and (3.10, respectively.
In region III the wave equation and boundary conditions for E. = Eym in the
curved orthogonal coordinate system as characterized by ui=x, u2=y, and u3=s=Re9 with
corresponding metric coefficients hi=h2=1 and h3=1+x/Re are given as [38], [46]
and
22
xI aE 1 aE
+ n+
X 1+ n
Reax 2 Re Reax
aE.
ax
The solutions for E. are expressed as
En = 1+
a2E 2
2
X
+ +k2
+
as 2 Re
we atx = ±
Re
2
h.(x)eA's
En =0(3.6a)
(3.6b)
(3.7a)
These form a complete set of eigenfunctions which are orthogonal with respect to theweighting function (1+x/Re)-1 [38], i.e.,
.1wwean R
ErnEn[1+xdx = 0'e
for min.
21
(3.7b)
The orthogonality property for the functionshn(x) then immediately follows from (3.7a)
as
f_ahm we'(x)hn(x)1 +
Re
Xdx = 0 for min.
The total field strength Ey with unknowncoefficients cn is given by
E = r cnEn(1
n=0
x
Re
E cnhn(x)e1fIns.
ri;)
(3.8)
(3.9)
The magnetic field is readily found in termsof Ey from Maxwell's equations. The
transverse magnetic field componentI-1 is obtained as
H= 1[1+x
aEy -Ans. (3.10)
i°3P0 Re as POW n=0
A perturbation solution for the electromagneticfield can be found by expanding En and
(32n along s in a power series in the effective radius of curvature Reof the curved
waveguide as shown in [38] for a curved waveguidewith electric walls.
En = e
(
01,n (1)2,n
Re R;
00,n + 1 +
R
xh
n
(x)e113 ns
e
(3.11a)and
02n [321 +
Bl,n n
Re R2
22
(3.11b)
Here, 4:10,n and [3n are the solutions for a straight waveguide (Re>co) and are given by
(3.5e) and (3.1e), respectively.
Substituting (3.11a,b) into (3.6a) and comparing like powers of Re leads to the
solution for the expansion functions 4) iv do and expansion constants B1,n, B2,n
as shown by Lewin et al. [38]. The degree of accuracy and the complexity of the
expressions obviously depend on the number of terms used in the expansions. For a
second-order solution the expansion functions 4)1,n and 4)2n as well as the phase constant
I3n have been derived in [38] and are given in Appendix A.1 for convenience.
A form of the field solution in region III which is suitable for the mode-matching
method, can be constructed by superimposing the field solutions obtained by alternately
placing a magnetic wall at s=0 (E;, HD and s=Rea (Eyb, Hbx) [18], [19]:
and
E a =1 + X
Re
Hxa =
1E cnanhn sin ono
.MI10
00
E c:hncos(ii nS)
n=0
(
E=1 + E cnbhnecs[on(sRea)]
Re n=0
Hxb ECi nhnsin[fin(sRea)]
*Po n=0
(3.12a)
(3.12b)
(3.13a)
(3.13b)
The coefficients cna and Cnb can be found by applying the mode-matching procedure23
described in Chapter 2 to the continuity of the tangential magnetic field expressions at
the boundaries between regions I and III and regions II and III as given by
and
This procedure leads to
with
and
lixi(z=0)=Hxb(s=0)
(z'=0) = H: (s =Rea).
a *PO Cn =
VTi
P
n11\1
8PK(p,n)
I
0. On sin(ii nRea) p=0 We
(3.14a)
(3.14b)
(3.15a)
Cn =
WPO I
P
D
),\18/3K(p,n) (3.15b)
rinInsin(finRea) p=0 V PP We
(W /2 In =weet2 h2 (x)1 +
x
Re
dx
K (p,n) =fwea (x) h (x)1 + . r,,p n
e Re
(3.15c)
(3.15d)
The continuity of the tangential electric field at the boundaries between regions I and
III and regions II and III is expressed as
and
E i(z =0) = E a (S =0) + Ey (s =0)
E (Z = 0) = E; (s = Rea) + Ey (s = Rea).
(3.16a)
(3.16b)Application of the mode-matching procedure to Eqs.(3.16a,b) leads to
and
,1 (an'4-bn)
ZnWe
on
(an
II
+
IPZ W
bn ne
5n
=
E
m=0
....
E..3
[Cma+Cmb cos(fi .Reoc) ]K (n,m)
[Cma cos(0 .Recc)+cinbiK (n,m).
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(3.17a)
(3.17b)
The coefficients cna and cnb can then be eliminated byinserting (3.15a,b) into (3.17a,b).
Tli, bnr is
Thus, an infinite set of linear equations for the waveamplitudes 4, biand anl,
obtained. In order to obtain numerical results, thisinfinite set of equations is truncated
to 2M+2 equations, where M is thehighest-order mode to be considered.
The scattering parameters Sii for an incident TEMmode can be found by setting
ai(ii) = 1 for n=0 and j=1 or 2, with all other aP's set equal to 0. Then thescattering
parameters S1 = Si, are given by
Sid = b(i)0
(3.18)
where b(Y) can be determined with standard routines forsolving a set of linear equations.
3.3.2Results
The transmission characteristics of typical curvedmicrostrip bends have been
computed, and good convergence with increasing numberof higher-order modes has
been found. A typical convergence plot is shown inFig. 3.4. As seen in this example,
a minimum of three higher-ordermodes must usually be considered in order to obtain
a negligible truncation error. In theresults for the curved microstrip bends presented
here, seven higher-order modes were taken into account to ensure anegligible truncation
error.U)4
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Fig. 3.4Magnitude of the reflection coefficient as afunction of the number of higher-
order modes at f=30GHz for a curvedmicrostrip bend with a=90°, R/w =2,
w=73pm, h=100pm, and c=12.9.
The consistency of the method describedhere has been shown in [47] for largeradii
of curvature and small angles a where convergenceto the results for a straight
microstrip is found.
Figure 3.5 shows a comparison of thereflection coefficient obtained with the
waveguide model and with a quasi-static model[48], [49] for two cases of 50 52 curved
microstrip bends. The agreement is seen to bequite good at low frequencies and for
thin substrate circuits where the quasi-staticapproximation is valid.
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Fig. 3.5Magnitude of S11 for 500, 90° bends withR=2w on MIC0.635mm
alumina and MMIC - 100pm GaAs substrate(solid line: waveguide model;
dashed line: quasi-static model).26
Figures 3.6-8 show the magnitude of the scattering parameters of three different
curved microstrip bends with a=90° and R/w=2 (Fig. 3.2), all normalized with respect
to the microstrip impedance. Included in each figure are thescattering parameters of
the corresponding right-angle and chamfered right-angle bend, characterized by the
empirical CAD expressions given in [41] or by the magnetic wall waveguide model as
given in [28] and [42]. Figure 3.6 shows the results for a nominal 50 CI MMIC line
on a 100 pm semi-insulating GaAs substrate. The resultsfor the nominal 50 12 and
35 f2 microstrip lines on a 0.635 mm alumina substrate are shown in Figs. 3.7 and 3.8,
respectively.In all three cases an improvement in the transmission properties with
respect to the right-angle and chamfered right-angle bends is apparent,particularly for
high frequencies.
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Fig. 3.6Magnitude of (a) the reflection coefficient and (b) the transmission coeffi-
cient as a function of frequency for a curved microstrip bend with a=90°
and R/w=2, a chamfered right-angle bend [41], and a right-angle bend [41].
w=73pm, h=100pm, and Er=12.9 (Z=5052).(a)
(b)
Fig. 3.7
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Magnitude of (a) the reflection coefficient and (b) the transmission coeffi-
cient as a function of frequency for a curved microstrip bend with a=90°
and R/w=2, a chamfered right-angle bend [42], and a right-angle bend [28].
w=0.6mm, h=0.635mm, and er=9.8 (Z=5052).
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Fig. 3.8Magnitude of (a) the reflection coefficient and(b) the transmission coeffi-
cient as a function of frequency for a curvedmicrostrip bend with a=90°
and R/w=2, a chamfered right-angle bend[42], and a right-angle bend [28].
w=1.2mm, h=0.635mm, and er=9.8 (Z=3552).
The measured data together with thecalculated results for S21 of a microstrip
structure (Fig. 3.9a) on a 5 milalumina substrate with an open stub areshown in
Fig. 3.9b.
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(a) Microstrip T structure with an open ended stub containing curved bends
(h=5mil, er=9.9); (b) magnitude of S21 for the microstrip structure shown in
(a).
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As shown in Fig. 3.9a, the stub consists of a straight microstrip terminated in a curved
section and an open microstrip end section. The microstrip T junction and open end
models used in the calculations were validated by measuring the S21 of the same
structure with a straight stub. Good agreement between the measured and calculated
resonance data is obtained. Other resonance measurements have been madefor wider
and narrower microstrips with different values of microstrip radius for the curved bend
regions, and a similar agreement between the measured data and the calculated values
has been found.
In order to examine the influence of the radius of curvature of the curved
microstrip sections on the transmission characteristics, a structure similar to that in
Fig. 3.9a is considered (Fig. 3.10a).Here, the total center-path length of the stub of
the microstrip structure as shown in Fig. 3.10a is kept constant for different radii of
curvature by including a corresponding number of hooks in the stub (R/w = 4/N). As
can be seen in Fig. 3.10b, the resonance frequency obtained for a radius of curvature
R = w (i.e., four hooks) differs by more than 20% from the value found for the corre-
sponding straight stub with equal center-path length. With increasing radius of curvature,
this resonance frequency approaches the value for the corresponding straight stub.(a)
(b)
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Fig. 3.10(a) Microstrip T structure with an open ended stub containing a variable
number of hooks (h=100pm, ef=12.9). The total center-path length of the
stub is kept constant by simultaneously adjusting the radius of curvature R
and the number of hooks N according to R/w=4/N; (b) magnitude ofS21
for the microstrip structure shown in (a) for various numbers of hooks (radii
of curvature).
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Figure 3.11 shows the measured data togetherwith the calculated results for the
reflection coefficient for eight 90° bendshaving R=w=70 pm on a 100 pm GaAs
substrate which are cascaded by straight microstripsections (see inset). The agreement
is found to be good. Similar agreement isobtained for the measured phase response
and for structures with bends having alarger radius.
It should be noted that the accuracy ofthese second-order perturbation solutions
depends on the curvature Re (or Rdwe) of thecurved waveguide model, and higher-
order terms may need to be included especiallywhen the inner radius of the microstrip
goes to zero (i.e., R/w- *0.5).However, the first-order perturbation solutionsfor the
microstrip ring resonator as given in [46] are veryclose to the exact solutions computed
in [45] for a wide range of parameters;therefore a corresponding superior accuracy of
the second-order perturbation solutions isexpected here including the results shown in
Figs. 3.5-11.0. 300
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Fig. 3.11 Measured and calculated magnitude of S11 for the circuit shown in the inset (w =7Opm, h=100pm, er=12.88).33
3.4 Notch Compensated Right-Angle Bend and T Junctions
3.4.1 Theoretical Formulation
The application of mode-matching techniques in the analysis of microstrip
discontinuities has been limited to configurations with simple discontinuity regions for
which suitable field expansions exist. Typical examples of microstrip structures with
a rectangularly shaped discontinuity region are the right-angle bend andT junction,
where series expansions for the fields in the discontinuity region are readily available.
In this section, the mode-matching procedure employed in the analysis of right-
angle bends and T junctions is extended to model the corresponding compensated
structures having a rectangular notch. In the following, a special procedure to construct
the field expansions in a discontinuity region with a rectangular notch is described.
Figure 3.12 shows the right-angle bend and T junctions with a rectangular
notch where the dimensions for the equivalent magnetic wall waveguide model are also
indicated.
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 3.12Right-angle microstrip bend and T junctions having a rectangular notch. The
waveguide model dimensions are indicated by dashed lines.
For the straight line sections, the frequency-dependent effective widths are given, for
example, in [28] or [43]. The effective notch dimensions are chosen such that in the
limit of vanishing notch size, the models are consistent with the uncompensated right-
angle bend and T junction, respectively [19], [28].
The application of the mode-matching technique (Chapter 2) to the notched
right-angle bend and T junctions requires a complete set of orthogonal transversal field34
solutions in the uniform microstrip lines andin the hatched discontinuity region. For
a uniform microstrip linewith effective width we and effectivedielectric constant ee,
a complete set of orthogonalmodes has been given in (3.1). In order to constructmodal
field expansions in the discontinuity region,the hatched areas in Fig. 3.12 are first
decomposed into a set of L shaped cavityregions (Fig. 3.13).
(a)
(b)
Fig. 3.13Cavity regions for (a) the right-angle bend shownin Fig. 3.12a, and (b) the
T junction shown in Fig. 3.12b.
The total field solution in the discontinuityregion is then expressed as the superposition
of the electromagnetic fields inside the individualcavities. A complete set of orthogonal
mode functions needs to be found for each ofthese cavity regions as required by the
mode-matching technique. For the special case ofright-angle bends and T junctions
without notches, these cavity regions are rectangular,and complete sets of orthogonal
modes are readily obtained [19], [28].For the notched bends and T junctions
considered here, the cavity regions include stepdiscontinuities, and hence the sets of
orthogonal modes are constructed by additionallyapplying the mode-matching technique
to the step discontinuity in eachcavity. The modal expansions for a typical stepped
cavity as shown in Fig. 3.14 are given by35
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in region II.The phase constants -13-1 (v=IJI) in (3.19) and (3.20) are calculated
according to (3.1e) with suitably adjusted effective dielectric constant to account for
the electric stray fields along the sides where no microstrip line is connected [19], [28].
With the given modal expansions in the cavity regions and the uniform microstrip
sections, the transverse field components are matched along the various interfaces and
the scattering parameters are derived by applying the mode-matching technique
described in Chapter 2 or in [19] for T junctions without notches.
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Fig. 3.14 Stepped cavity region. Fig. 3.15 Right-angle bend with notch.36
3.4.2 Numerical Results
The procedure described above hasbeen used to compute the frequency-
dependent transmission characteristics ofvarious compensated right-angle bends and
T junctions as a function of the rectangularnotch dimensions. The numericalstability
and consistency of the method hasbeen confirmed through numerous convergence
studies of the scattering parameters as well asthe energy conservation criterion. Typical
results are presented in Fig. 3.16 for theasymmetrical notched right-angle bend shown
in Fig. 3.15. Here, M is the number ofmodes retained in the microstrip lines andin
the two wider cavity regions whereasN is the number of modes in the two narrow
cavity regions. The dimensions of thenotched bend were chosen such that the width
ratio is 2/3 for both step discontinuitiescontained in the discontinuity region. As can
be seen in Fig. 3.16, no relative convergenceproblems [17] are visible. However, the
best numerical performance is obtainedwhen the ratio of the number of modesretained
on both sides of the stepdiscontinuities is identical to the correspondingwidth ratios
(N/M = 2/3). This result is in agreementwith the corresponding convergence studies
on microstrip stepdiscontinuities [17]. Similar convergencebehavior has been found
for notched T junctions.
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Fig. 3.16Convergence plots for the notched right-angle bend shown in Fig. 3.15 with
w1=0.6mm, w2=0.45mm, s1=0.2mm, and s2=0.15mm on a 0.635mm alumina
substrate (f=20GHz). M is the number of modes in the wider regions; N is
the number of modes in the two narrow cavity regions. (a) reflection coef-
ficient; (b) energy balance.
In the following, a few typical examples of the frequency-dependent scattering
parameters for notch compensated right-angle bends and T junctions in (M)MICs are
presented.Figure 3.17a shows the reflection coefficient for a nominal 50 E2 MMIC
right-angle bend with various notch sizes on a 100 pm GaAs substrate. Included in the
figure is the reflection coefficient for the uncompensated right-angle bend obtained from
the empirical CAD expressions given in [41].
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Fig. 3.17Magnitude of the reflection coefficient for a nominal 500 right-angle
microstrip bend with w=w1 =w2 and various notch sizes s=s1 =s2 on a (a)
100pm GaAs and (b) on a 0.635mm alumina substrate.
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A considerable reduction in the reflection coefficient with increasing notch size is
evident in this figure as well as in Fig. 3.17b where the reflection coefficient for the
corresponding case of a nominal 50 CI notched right-angle bend on a 0.635mm alumina
substrate is shown for several different notch sizes. The influence of a notch on the
transmission characteristics of a T junction is demonstrated in Fig. 3.18.Again, an
improvement in the transmission properties with increasing notch size is found.
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Fig. 3.18Magnitude of S21 for a notched T junction on a 0.635mm alumina substrate
with w1=0.6mm, w,=0.5mm, w3=0.35mm, and d=0.475mm for different
notch sizes.
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It should be understood that the correct calculation of the scattering parameters
of a microstrip junction or discontinuity depends on the accuracy of the effective
dielectric constant defined in the discontinuity region, or in other words, on how well
the stray fields at the edges of the discontinuity region are accounted for in the model.
Here, a simple quasi-static approximation for the effective dielectric constant as in [19]
and [28] has been used in the calculation of the dielectric constant in the discontinuity
region. The accuracy of the scattering parameters of notched configurations, however,
may be improved by utilizing empirical expressions for the effective dielectric constant
in the discontinuity region derived from measured data for different classes of substrate
material and height.40
3.5 Conclusion
In the first part of this chapter, a method for calculating the frequency-
dependent scattering parameters of curved microstrip bends based on a modified
magnetic wall waveguide model has been described. Computational results havebeen
presented and compared with those obtained from a quasi-static approximation. Good
agreement between the waveguide model results and thequasi-static results is found
for low frequencies and for thin substrates where the quasi-static approximationis valid.
Comparisons made with results obtained for the right-angle and chamfered right-angle
bends show an improvement (enhancement) in the transmission properties. Moreover,
good agreement is found between the calculated results and data obtained from both
transmission and resonance measurements on thin substrates used in MMICs. The
computed scattering parameters of the curved microstrip bend converge very fastwith
increasing number of higher-order modes considered and are found to be consistent for
large curvatures and bends with small angle.
In the second part of this chapter, a procedure for constructing field expansions
in a discontinuity region with rectangular notch has been described and applied in the
analysis of notch compensated right-angle microstrip bends and T junctions. Computa-
tional results for the frequency-dependent scattering parameters have been compared
to the right-angle bend and T junction without notch and show animprovement in the
transmission properties. The technique provides a design procedure for the compen-
sation of bends and Ts, and can be readily extended to general microstrip cross
structures where the discontinuity region is not a simple rectangle, as well as toother
waveguide structures with similar composite discontinuity regions.41
4. STEP DISCONTINUITYIN DIELECTRIC SLAB WAVE-
GUIDES WITH ARBITRARY INDEXPROFILE
4.1 Introduction
Dielectric waveguides are unbounded (open)guided-wave components which
are widely used inmillimeter-wave and optical integrated circuits.Discontinuities in
dielectric waveguides are often introducedintentionally in components such as grating
structures, transformers, and couplers,in order to achieve a desired performance.
Moreover, discontinuities also arise in componentinterconnections due to a difference
in cross section, or due to misalignment.
In many instances, an abrupt step or a seriesof steps in a dielectric waveguide
is a sufficiently accurate approximationfor the modeling of various discontinuity
problems. The analysis of a step discontinuityin step-index dielectric slab waveguides
(i.e., dielectric waveguides with homogeneousslab and cladding) already is a demanding
problem due to the excitation of radiation modeswhich have a continuous spectrum.
Many researchers have analyzed this basic stepdiscontinuity problem by employing
numerous techniques [6],[50]-[55], [58], [59]. To deal with the continuous spectrum
of the radiation modes, Rozzi [52] employednormalized Laguerre polynomials, and then
applied a Ritz- Galerkin variational approach tosolve the scattering problem for TE
modes. Some of the other methods for treatingthe unbounded dielectric waveguide
employ Legendre functions [54] or are based on anintegral equation formulation [55].
More recently, discontinuities of arbitraryshape in a step-index dielectric slab wave-
guide have been analyzed by Hirayama andKoshiba [56], [57] who utilized a combi-
nation of finite and boundary elements, as well asby Chung and Chen [58] who used
a partial variational method.
A different approach for dealing with thecontinuous radiation mode spectrum
has been proposed by Brooke and Kharadly [6],[59]. They enclose the dielectric slab
waveguide structure with perfect electric or magneticconductors (electric walls (EWs)
or magnetic walls (MWs),respectively), in order to discretize the continuous partof
the mode spectrum. Then, mode-matching isutilized to obtain the scattering parameters
of a step discontinuity in a step-index dielectric slabwaveguide.Other techniques42
employed in the analysis of discontinuitiesin bounded dielectric slab waveguide
structures include the finite element[60] and boundary element methods [61].
All of the methods described above have beenlimited to discontinuities in step-
index dielectric slab waveguides. In this chapter, amethod is described for analyzing
a step discontinuity indielectric slab waveguides with arbitrary index profile as,for
example, in diffused optical waveguides. Thewaveguide structure is enclosed by
electric or magnetic walls so that an equivalentparallel-plate waveguide with inhomoge-
neous dielectric medium isobtained, similar to the work of Brooke and Kharadly[6].
Mode-matching techniques are then employed to computethe scattering parameters of
the step discontinuity. The modes of thegraded-index dielectric slab waveguide are
derived by applying the generalized telegraphist'sequations [34], [62] to the equivalent
parallel-plate waveguide model.
The generalized telegraphist's equations have beenutilized previously by Ogusu
[29] to compute the modal dispersion characteristicsand power distribution in the more
general class of dielectric waveguides bounded byelectric walls having arbitrary cross
section and inhomogeneous dielectric medium. Severalother techniques for obtaining
the modal field solutions of inhomogeneousdielectric waveguides have been formulated
in the past [63]-[72]. These include the piece-wiselinear index profile approximation
proposed by Marcuse [63], a matrix method developedby Ghatak [64], different ray
approaches [65], [66], and various variational methodssuch as the cosine-exponential
field expansions technique [67].
Although many of these methods provide a computationallyefficient means for
calculating the guided mode solutions of a dielectricwaveguide, they are not suitable
for waveguide problems involving discontinuitieswhere radiation modes need to be
included in the analysis.On the other hand, the application of thegeneralized
telegraphist's equations leads to a variational matrixeigenvalue problem for the
propagation constant whose solution provides all necessaryeigenvalues and expansion
coefficients. In the following, the generalized telegraphist'sequations are derived for
the modes of a parallel-plate waveguide with electric ormagnetic walls, filled with an
inhomogeneous dielectric medium.43
4.2Generalized Telegraphist's Equations for a Parallel-Plate Waveguide with
Inhomogeneous Dielectric Medium
The generalized parallel-plate waveguide configuration filled with inhomoge-
neous dielectric medium is shown in Fig. 4.1. The plates of the waveguide structure
may be either electric or magnetic walls.
z
Fig. 4.1Generalized parallel-plate waveguide filled with inhomogeneous dielectric.
Assuming that all the fields inside the waveguide are independent of the y coordinate
(a/ay = 0), Maxwell's equations for time-harmonic solutions of theform exp(jcot)
reduce to
and
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The system of equations in (4.1) may be solved independently for TE modes with field
components Ey, fix, and Hz, as well as for TM modes with components Ex, Ez, and Hy.
After eliminating the longitudinal components, equations (4.1) reduce to
for TE modes, and
a
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for TM modes.
In general, the transverse field components can be expanded in terms of the
normalized transverse mode functions Oi(x) of the empty parallel-plate waveguide [32],
[34], [44]. For TE modes the modal expansions are given as
E (x z) = EVi(z)$i(x) Y 71
Hx(x,z) = -E Ji(z)4) i(x)
(4.4a)
(4.4b)
where Vi(z) and Ji(z) are the unknown mode voltages and mode currents, respectively.
Similarly, the expansions for TM modes read
Ex(x,z) = E Vi(z)4i(x)
Hy(x,z) = E Ji(z)oi(x)
(4.5a)
(4.5b)45
The mode functions Oi in (4.4) and (4.5) depend on the boundary conditions (Dirichlet
or Neumann) which are determined by the type of mode considered (TE or TM) and
the kind of walls used as plates (electric or magnetic walls). The transverse eigenfunc-
tions have been derived in Chapter 2 for both Dirichlet and Neumann boundary condi-
tions. They are given by (2.5a) for TE modes with magnetic walls and TM modes with
electric walls (Dirichlet boundary conditions), and by (2.5b) and (2.5c) for TE modes
with electric walls and TM modes with magnetic walls (Neumann boundary conditions).
In order to obtain the generalized telegraphist's equations for the inhomogeneous
waveguide, the modal expansions (4.4) and (4.5) are inserted into (4.2) and (4.3),
respectively.The dependence on the transverse x coordinate is eliminated by
multiplying the resulting equations by the mode functions On and integrating over the
waveguide width.From this Galerkin procedure [29], the resulting generalized
telegraphist's equations for TE modes are obtained as
with
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and en) defined in (2.5). The derivation of the generalized telegraphist's equations
for TM modes proceeds in a similar way with an additional integration by parts and
application of the boundary conditions. The resulting equations are given as
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(4.7c)
The generalized telegraphist's equations given in (4.6) and (4.7) can be utilized
to obtain the phase constants and the expansion coefficients for each modal solution
of the inhomogeneous waveguide.Eliminating the mode currents from (4.6a) and
(4.7a), and assuming a z dependence of the form
V.(z)= V. e7j13z (4.8)
a separate matrix eigenvalue equation for the unknown phase constant (3 and expansion
coefficients V. is obtained for TE and TM modes, respectively. From this point it will
be assumed that all spatial quantities are normalized with respect to 1c0=27c/X0, where
is the free space wavelength. In matrix notation, the eigenvalue equations are then
given as
for TE modes, and
R2
(PKc)V= AV = .r7V
ko
(4.9a)
-Q)PV= BV =_tV (4.9b)
ko
for TM modes. Here, V represents a column vector with elements Vn, P and Q are
symmetric matrices whose elements are given in (4.6c) and (4.7c), respectively, and
is a diagonal matrix with elements k2c(fl) defined in (2.5).Similar to (4.9), the
corresponding matrix eigenvalue equations using the mode currents are obtained asfor TE modes, and
AJ = 1"R2J
14
BTJ=.1tJ
Icr,
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(4.10a)
(4.10b)
for TM modes, where the matrices A = AT and B are defined in (4.9a) and (4.9b),
respectively.
For numerical solutions, the modal expansions must be suitably truncated. The
calculation of the matrix elements of P and Q may be very time consuming, especially
for index profiles for which the integrals cannot be solved analytically. A method for
the efficient computation of the integrals in (4.6c) and (4.7c) for any arbitrary index
profile based on the Fast Cosine Transform is described in Appendix A.2.
In the following section, the general field solutions of the inhomogeneous
parallel-plate waveguide are derived separately for the TE- and TM-case in terms of
expansions in the modal solutions of the empty waveguide with expansion coefficients
obtained from the eigenvalue equations given in (4.9) and (4.10).48
4.3 Modal Field Expansions for the Inhomogeneous Parallel-Plate Waveguide
4.3.1 TE Modes
As for the case of homogeneous parallel-plate waveguides, the general solutions
for the transverse field components in a parallel-plate waveguide filled with an
inhomogeneous dielectric medium may be expressed in terms of an infinite series of
waveguide modes. For TE waves with transverse field components Ey and fix, the
expansions with unnormalized wave amplitudes ak and bk are given as
E = E(ake + bk eiNz)E vmkom
k m
Hx = -E(ake bkeiNz)E Jrk
k m
(4.11a)
(4.11b)
where the transverse functions Om are the modal solutions of the homogeneous
waveguide. Moreover, the phase constants [3k and the expansion coefficients Vmk and
Jin; corresponding to the kth TE mode of the inhomogeneous waveguideare obtained
from the eigenvalue equations (4.9a) and (4.10a), respectively. As can be seen from
(4.9a) and (4.10a), the expansion coefficients Vmk and Jmk are identical, except for a
constant factor. This proportionality factor represents the characteristic wave impedance
Zk of mode k in the inhomogeneous waveguide, and for waves traveling in the positive
z direction is obtained from (4.1d) as
Vk (1)P0 Zk=
Ik Pk
(4.12)
The transverse mode functions (17k of the inhomogeneous guide can be identified as
4)k= E vmom. (4.13)
Since matrix A in (4.9a) and (4.10a) is symmetric, its eigenvectors Vk (or Jk)
corresponding to the eigenvalues 131214 are orthogonal [73]. Hence, the orthogonalityof the mode functions 4:Ik is expressed as
W w
FI:4k(x) ii- .(x) dx=f (E Vin0.(x) E v,,4).(x)'dx
0 0m
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m
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(4.14)
With the wave impedance defined in (4.12) and the normalization constants
given in (4.14), the normalized modal expansions of the transverse field components
for TE waves are
E
Y= E(ake ikz+bkeifIkz)1()k
k
1-lx = (ake --j13kz- bkeikz) OTT( (T)k
k
with
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and
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(4.15a)
(4.15b)
(4.15c)
(4.15d)
These normalized expansions are compatible with the usual definition of real power flow
along the waveguide where the amplitudes are given as rms values [32], [44]:
w
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(4.16)50
4.3.2 TM Modes
As for the TE-modes, the transverse field components Ex and Hy of a TM wave
may be expanded as
Ex = E(ake + bkeiPkz)E Vm4m
Hy = E(ake-ilkzbkeir3kz)E Jrnk .
(4.17a)
(4.17b)
Here, the phase constants Pk and expansion coefficients Vmk and Jmk corresponding to
the kth TM mode of the inhomogeneous waveguide are obtained from the eigenvalue
equations (4.9b) and (4.10b), respectively. In contrast to the TE-mode case, however,
the expansion coefficients for TM modes do not directly correspond to the same matrix.
Instead, Vk and r are the eigenvectors of matrix B in (4.9b) and its transpose BT,
respectively, and hence, are orthogonal for k * n [73].The resulting orthogonality
relationship between the transverse mode functions in the electric and magnetic field
expansions given in (4.17) reads
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as derived from (4.7b) can be used to construct normalized modal expansions for TM
waves in the inhomogeneous parallel-plate waveguide aswith
and
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(4.20a)
(4.20b)
(4.20c)
(4.20d)
As for the TE waves, the normalized modalexpansions for TM waves are compatible
with the usual definition of power flow givenin (4.16).
In the following section the modal expansionsderived here for an inhomoge-
neous parallel-plate waveguide areutilized in the analysis of a step discontinuityin
dielectric slab waveguides with arbitrary indexprofile.52
4.4 Step Discontinuity in Dielectric Slab Waveguides with Arbitrary Index Profile
Figure 4.2a shows the configuration of a step discontinuity in a generalized
graded-index dielectric slab waveguide bounded by parallel-plates with electric or
magnetic walls. The special case of a step discontinuity in a step-index dielectric slab
waveguide as modeled by the equivalent parallel-plate waveguide configuration is shown
in Fig. 4.2b.
(a)
(b)
ni(x) n2(x) x
Fig. 4.2Step discontinuity in (a) a generalized graded-index dielectric slab waveguide
bounded by parallel-plates, (b) a step-index dielectric slab waveguide.
In the following, the step discontinuity is first analyzed for TE-mode incidence.
Subsequently, the corresponding case with TM-mode incidence is studied.53
4.4.1 TE-Mode Incidence
From the modal field expansions given in (4.15), the complete field solutions
in the two uniform waveguide regions I and II of the structure shown in Fig. 4.2 are
readily obtained as
1
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two equations relating the modal
amplitudes arl and bil'Il of the incident and reflected waves, respectively. The first
equation is obtained from the continuity of Ey as
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Similarly, the continuity condition applied to Fix yields
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The two coupled continuity equations (4.22a,b) are simultaneously solved for the modal
amplitudes 4'11 and bil'll by applying the mode-matching procedure described in
Chapter 2. The resulting infinite system of equations is given in matrix form aswith
H..=
al +b1= b) Wall n
all-bll _HT(aibI)
_711w II I
r- 1-11 Z-
J Ri
J(1) i(1) n!I zio Zi
N 1-1.1
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(4.23a)
(4.23b)
Since the waveguide structure shown in Fig. 4.2 does not include a discontinuity in the
separation width of the parallel plates, the same transverse eigenfunctions Om of the
empty parallel-plate waveguide are used in the expansions for (1)1.11 given by (4.15c).
Hence, the matrix elements of H are simply given by the dot product of the correspond-
ing normalized expansion coefficients (eigenvectors), weighted by the ratio in phase
constants.
with
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(4.23c)
(4.23d)
In order to obtain the scattering parameters describing the discontinuity in the dielectric
slab waveguide structures in Fig. 4.2, the system of linear equations (4.23a) can be
solved by means of standard library routines.
4.4.2 TM-Mode Incidence
Similar to the TE-mode case, the general TM-wave solutions in the two uniform
waveguide regions I and II are expressed in terms of modal expansions analogous to
those given in (4.20).Unlike the transverse eigenfunctions for TE waves, the
eigenfunctions for the transverse electric and magnetic field components of a TM wave55
are different.
At the interface between the two regions, the transverse field solutions must
fulfill the continuity conditions.The continuity of the transverse electric field
component Ex results in
(aki zki v)kvy (akil kv)ii
k k
The continuity of Hy is expressed as
(akilbkil) Jk)Ii
k
_E (akibk) Yki ((I) jOi
(4.24a)
(4.24b)
To solve for the unknown modal amplitudes 4'11 and mode-matching is
again applied and the orthogonality relationship between the eigenfunctions (Tiv, and CF.;
is utilized. The resulting matrix equations read:
with
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As before, the expression (4.25b) for the elements of matrix G can be simplified since
the same transverse eigenfunctions 4:1. of the empty parallel-plate waveguide are used
in the expansions for and f:TI'll) given by (4.20c).The simplified matrix
elements are given as
G..=
where SII'll is defined in (4.20d).
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4.5 Numerical Results
In order to validate the method presented inthis chapter, numerous dielectric
waveguide structures have been analyzed andresults have been compared with the
published data. In the following, first the convergencebehavior of the calculated phase
constants for both step-index andgraded-index dielectric slab waveguides is examined,
and the accuracy of the Fast CosineTransform in the computation of the matrix
elements for the graded-index case is demonstrated.Subsequently, the accuracy of the
technique presented here is tested for variousstep-index dielectric slab waveguide
configurations containing a step discontinuity.Comparisons for typical configurations
are made with publisheddata. Finally, step discontinuities ingraded-index dielectric
slab waveguides are analyzed and results arepresented for typical index profiles of
diffused optical waveguides, viz., exponential,Gaussian, and complementary error-
function profiles.
4.5.1 Convergence of the Phase Constants
The first case studied is a step-index dielectricslab waveguide symmetrically
enclosed by electric walls as shown in theinset of Fig. 4.3. The normalized phase
constant as a function of the numberof waveguide modes of the corresponding empty
parallel-plate waveguide is shown in Fig. 4.3 for boththe dominant TE- and TM-mode.
Also included in this figure is a similar calculationfor the phase constant of the
dominant TM mode based on the method of moments(MOM). For the TE case, the
moment method is identical to thegeneralized telegraphist's equations approach if the
transverse eigenfunctions of thecorresponding empty parallel-plate waveguide are taken
as basis and testing functions(see Appendix A.3.1 for the TE case and AppendixA.3.2
for the TM case). The limiting values (dashedlines in Fig. 4.3) are obtained from an
exact calculation based on the transverse resonancemethod [31].The relevant
characteristic equations arising in the application of the transverse resonancemethod
are summarized in AppendixA.4. It is obvious from Fig. 4.3 that the rate of conver-
gence is significantly smallerfor the TM mode as compared to the TE mode.This
difference in the rate of convergence is attributed tothe fact that all three field57
components of the TE mode are continuous across the dielectric-air interfaces whereas
the transverse electric field component Ex of the TM mode is discontinuous [69], [74],
[75].
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Fig. 4.3Convergence of the normalized phase constant for the dominant TE- and
TM-mode as a function of empty waveguide modes; er=5, w=24, d31.351.0
(GTE - solution with generalized telegraphist's equations, MOM - method
of moments solution).
The convergence behavior of the normalized phase constant of the dominant TE
mode as a function of the separation width of the plates is shown in Fig. 4.4 for the
cases of both electric and magnetic walls. To verify the correctness of the calculations,
the exact solution for the parallel-plate waveguide configuration obtained with the
transverse resonance method (Appendix A.4) is included in the figure as indicated by
the dots.58
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Fig. 4.4Convergence of the normalized phase constant for the dominant TE-mode
as a function of the waveguide half-width; Er=5, d=0.35X,0 (see Fig. 4.3).
As the separation width of the plates increases, the phase constants of the parallel-plate
waveguides with electric or magnetic walls approach the value of the corresponding
unbounded (open) dielectric slab waveguide obtained from the characteristic equations
given in Appendix A.4. A significant improvement in the rate of convergence can be
achieved by averaging the two values for the phase constant obtained with electric and
magnetic walls, respectively. A similar convergence behavior of the phase constants
of TM modes with increasing separation width of the plates has been obtained, however,
the number of modes necessary for an accurate solution is significantly higher compared
to TE modes.
Next, the convergence behavior of the phase constant is analyzed for various
graded-index profiles as they arise, for example, in diffused optical waveguides. The
index profile in diffused optical waveguides is mainly determined by the fabrication
technique used and the materials involved, and, most commonly, is approximated by
an exponential, a Gaussian, or a complementary error function (erfc) [63]-[67]. Here,
typical cases of these three index profiles are studied and comparisons with published
data are made.
The generalized configuration of a graded-index dielectric slab waveguide59
bounded by electric or magnetic walls is shown in Fig. 4.5. Figure 4.6 illustrates the
three most commonly assumed graded-index profiles.
do
Fig. 4.5Generalized configuration of a graded-index dielectric slab waveguide
bounded by electric (EW) or magnetic walls (MW).
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Fig. 4.6Typical index profiles for diffused optical dielectric slab waveguides (a is
the diffusion depth parameter).
The functional form of the index profiles is expressed as
n(x)=
nb + An f(x)for x0
for x < 0
(4.24)60
where nb is the index of refraction of the bulk (substrate) material and nc that of the
cover material, generally taken as air (nom 1).For small changes An in the index of
refraction, the dielectric constant is usually approximated as
Cr(x)=n2(x)=
The profile function f(x) is given as
nb
2+ 20nnbf(x) for x0
(4.25)
n2 for x <0
exp( -x/a) exponential profile
(4.26)
f(x)= exp( -x 2/a 2)Gaussian profile
erfc (x/a) complementary error-function profile
where a is the effective diffusion depth. In the analysis of the modal field distribution
in a dielectric slab waveguide with exponential and complementary error-function index
profile, Mishra and Sharma [67] have found that the fields are not negligible at the
substrate-cover interface and that they extend somewhat into the cover region. In the
present analysis a conservative value of one half of the diffusion depth a is chosen as
the distance do between the cover plate and the dielectric substrate-cover interface
(Fig. 4.5).
In the following, a few typical results for the convergence behavior of the phase
constant with increasing plate separation are presented and compared with the exact
values of the corresponding unbounded (open) structures given in [67]. Here, the phase
constant 13 is normalized as
02fis23 2
B =
2nbAn
The normalized effective depth of diffusion is given as
(4.27)V =alco
61
(4.28)
In all examples, the refractive index parameters are chosen as ric = 1, nb = 2.177, and
An = 0.043 as in [67].
Figure 4.7 shows the normalized phase constant B as a function of plate separation
for the dominant TE mode in a dielectric slab waveguide with exponential index profile.
The matrix elements arising in the eigenvalue equation (4.9a) for the phase constant
have been computed with the Fast Cosine Transform (FCT) as described in
Appendix A.2.For an exponential profile function, the matrix elements can be
calculated analytically.The corresponding values are included in Fig. 4.6 and are
indistinguishable from the data obtained with the FCT.
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Fig. 4.7Normalized phase constant B for the dominant TE mode as a function of
plate separation of a dielectric slab waveguide with exponential index profile;
V=2.
Figures 4.8a and 4.8b show the corresponding plots for a Gaussian and
complementary error-function profile, respectively. As an example for the dominant
TM mode in a graded-index dielectric slab waveguide, the convergence behavior of the
phase constant in a slab waveguide with exponential index profile is shown in Fig. 4.9.
In all cases the normalized phase, constants converge to the correct value for the62
corresponding unbounded structure, and the rate of convergence is considerably
improved by averaging the values obtained with electric and magnetic walls,
respectively.
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Fig. 4.9Normalized phase constant B for the dominant TM mode as a function of
plate separation of a dielectric slab waveguide with exponential index profile;
V=2.
4.5.2 Step Discontinuity in Step-Index Dielectric Slab Waveguides
The modal expansion and mode-matching technique described in the previous
sections has been applied to step discontinuities in several bounded and unbounded step-
index slab waveguide structures for which published data are available. In general, the
necessary number of modes retained in the mode-matching procedure is smaller than
the number of empty waveguide modes used in the expansions for the modes of the
inhomogeneous structure. For simplicity, however, the same number of modes has been
used in these expansions and for the mode-matching in all step-discontinuity cases
studied here.
The general configuration of the bounded structure has been shown in Fig. 4.2b.
For a correct description of the step discontinuity in the unbounded slab waveguide
structure by the corresponding bounded configuration, the mode spectrum of the
unbounded structure must be accurately approximated. The mode spectrum of the
unbounded slab waveguide consists of a finite number of guided modes (or surface
modes), and a continuum of propagating and evanescent radiation modes [6], [50], [59].64
The corresponding modes for the bounded configuration are all discrete and are usually
classified as slow, fast, and evanescent [6], [59]. Brooke and Kharadly [59] have found
a one-to-one correspondence between the modes of an unbounded step-index dielectric
slab waveguide and the corresponding bounded waveguide (Table 4.1). They show that
for the discrete values of the phase constant of the fast and evanescent modes in the
bounded structure, the fields are functionally identical to those of the continuous
spectrum of the radiation modes [6].
Table 4.1 Correspondence between the mode spectra of a bounded and unbounded step-
index dielectric slab waveguide in air [59].
UNBOUNDED BOUNDED
13 MODE SPECTRUM MODE SPECTRUM
ko <13 5 gko guided discrete slow discrete
0 513 5k0 radiation
(propagating)continuous fast discrete
-j. <13 <j0 radiation
(evanescent) continuousevanescent discrete
As first example, the reflection coefficient of the second even slow TE-mode,
incident from the waveguide with the wider slab, is calculated as a function of the plate
separation. The results shown in Fig. 4.10 are virtually identical to the ones obtained
by Brooke and Kharadly [6] (except for the extreme values), and are omitted here.It
can be seen that for this example, the bounded waveguide approximation leads to a slow
convergence of the reflection coefficient with increasing separation width of the plates.
Furthermore, the reflection coefficient contains an oscillatory component witha period
of half a wavelength which has approximately a constant average value. Amore
complete discussion of the nature of the oscillatory component and the slow rate ofconvergence can be found in [6].
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Fig. 4.10 Reflection coefficient of the second even TE slow-mode as a function of
waveguide width in a step-index dielectric slab waveguide having a step
discontinuity; c=5, d1=0.35X0, d,=0.2d1 (see Fig. 4.2b).
In order to obtain a better estimate for the reflection coefficient, Brooke and
Kharadly [6] proposed the "variable-bound approach" in which the calculated values
are averaged over one period. Similar to the convergence studies for the phase constant
described in the previous section, an improvement in the estimate of the reflection
coefficient can also be achieved by averaging the electric- and magnetic-wall results
as shown in Fig. 4.10.It is found that in most cases, a sufficiently accurate solution
can be obtained with this approach.
In the second example, the radiation loss for the fundamental TE- and TM-mode,
respectively, incident from the right upon the step discontinuity of the bounded structure
shown in Fig. 4.2b, has been calculated. The results shown in Fig. 4.11 compare well
with those obtained by Koshiba and Suzuki [61] who utilize a boundary-element method
to analyze the bounded structure.10
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Fig. 4.11 Normalized radiation power loss for the step discontinuity shown in Fig. 4.2b
with d1 /d1=2, w/X,3=6, ei.=(1.432)2 (wave incident from the right).
As a final accuracy test, the radiation loss due to a step discontinuity in the open
structure shown in Fig. 4.12a has been calculated. The averaged electric- and magnetic-
wall results for the equivalent bounded structure are shown in Fig. 4.12b. For medium
and small step sizes, the results compare well with those obtained by Hirayama and
Koshiba [56] using a combination of finite and boundary element method, as well as
by Rozzi [52] who employed normalized Laguerre polynomials to discretize the
radiation spectrum. The deviation from the other results for large step sizes is attributed
to an insufficient number of modes retained in the modal expansions.
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Fig. 4.12(a) Step-index dielectric slab waveguide having a step discontinuity, (b)
radiation loss for the dominant TE mode incident from the left upon the
structure shown in (a); er=5, d21c0=1, wfA.=2.
4.5.3 Step Discontinuity in Graded-Index Dielectric Slab Waveguides
The method described in this chapter has been applied to analyze the radiation
loss due to a step discontinuity in graded-index dielectric slab waveguides with
exponential, Gaussian, and complementary error-function index profiles, respectively.
The same refractive index parameters as for the graded-index guides analyzed in
Section 4.5.1 are assumed here. In the first example, an abrupt offset in a graded-index
dielectric slab waveguide is considered (Fig. 4.13a). The normalized transmitted and
radiated power for TE-mode incidence as a function of the relative displacement A/a
(where a is the diffusion depth) is shown in Fig. 4.13b. It can be seen that the radiation
loss increases smoothly with increasing displacement.It has also been found that the
reflected guided power is negligible.(a)
(b)
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Fig. 4.13(a) Abrupt offset in a graded-index dielectric slab waveguide, (b) normalized
transmitted and radiated power for TE-mode incidence as a function of the
relative displacement (diffusion depth a=2X0).
In the second example, an abrupt change in the diffusion depth of a graded-index
dielectric slab waveguide is analyzed. Figure 4.14 shows the radiation loss as a function
of the ratio in the diffusion depths (a- , /at). Notice that in contrast to an abrupt displace-
ment in a graded-index dielectric slab waveguide, a sharp transition from a region of
almost zero loss to total loss is found.This transition occurs at sufficiently small69
diffusion depths for which the free-space wavelength becomes larger than the cutoff
wavelength of the fundamental mode.Also, it can be seen in Fig. 4.14 that the
Gaussian index profile gives a higher low-loss value compared to the exponential and
complementary error-function index profiles. As before, the reflected guided power is
found to be negligible.
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Fig. 4.14 Radiation loss as a function of the ratio in the diffusion depths a2/ai; a1 =2A.D.70
4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, the modal solutions for an arbitrary graded-index dielectric slab
waveguide have been derived by applying the generalized telegraphist's equations to
the equivalent inhomogeneous parallel-plate waveguide model with electric or magnetic
walls. A fast rate of convergence of the calculated phase constant of the dominant TE
mode with increasing number of empty waveguide modes has been found. On the other
hand, a corresponding slow rate of convergence for the dominant TM mode has been
seen which is attributed to field discontinuities due to the presence of a dielectric edge.
Comparisons of the calculated phase constants for typical diffused optical dielectric slab
waveguides with published data show that the rate of convergence with increasing
separation width of the parallel plates can be significantly improved by averaging the
electric- and magnetic-wall results.
The modal solutions of the bounded slab waveguide have been employed in a
mode-matching procedure to calculate the transmission properties of a step discontinuity
in typical diffused optical dielectric slab waveguides with exponential, Gaussian, and
complementary error-function index profile. For slab waveguides containing an abrupt
offset, the radiated power is found to increase smoothly with increasing displacement.
Power loss calculations for an abrupt change in the diffusion depth for which the
dominant mode is in the vicinity of cutoff, exhibit a sharp transition from almost zero
loss to total radiation loss.
The method presented in this chapter should be useful in the analysis and design
of optical integrated circuits as well as for millimeter and sub-millimeter applications.71
5. QUANTUM WAVEGUIDE STRUCTURES AND DEVICES
5.1 Introduction
Over the past years, microwave-guided wave techniques have been applied in
the analysis and modeling of semiconductor structures exhibiting quantum confinement
as, for example, in [8] where simple transmission line techniques have been used to
evaluate the properties of general semiconductor superlattices. Significant improvements
in submicrometer lithographic techniques during the past few years have made possible
the fabrication of a new class of semiconductor structures with lateral quantum
confinement in two and all three spatial dimensions, usually referred to as quantum
wires and quantum dots, respectively [9]. The realization of a quantum wire in a short
split-gate field-effect transistor has been demonstrated in recent experiments [76], [77].
There, a negative voltage is applied to the split gate to pinch off the conduction channel
of a high-mobility two-dimensional electron gas formed at the heterojunction interface.
For low temperature and for dimensions of the uniform narrow constriction smaller than
the phase coherence length, the wave-like behavior of electrons is dominant so that
electronic transport inside the narrow constriction (or quantum wire) is essentially
ballistic and analogous to the propagation of electromagnetic waves in guided-wave
structures.Low temperature measurements on the split-gate structure have been
reported which exhibit conductance plateaus and oscillations as a function of gate
voltage, associated with the change in the number of propagating quantum waveguide
modes [76]-[77]. In the analysis of such split-gate structures, conductance calculations,
based on idealized quantum waveguide models, agree qualitatively with the measured
results [24], [27], [79]. By patterning the metallic gate, the split-gate configuration can
be easily adapted to realize novel nonuniform quantum waveguide structures containing
transitions and discontinuities.
In this chapter, various nonuniform quantum waveguide structures which may
be experimentally realized in the split-gate configuration are considered.In the
theoretical analysis, the nonuniform waveguide structure is decomposed into uniform
waveguide sections and junctions. In addition, the coupling of the waveguide structure72
to the external system with aneffectively infinite width is included in theanalysis in
the form of large step junctions. In the presentwork, it is assumed that the electron
motion in each uniform waveguide section isballistic and that the electronic states are
governed by the time-independentSchrodinger equation in the effective mass
approximation. In the numerical analysis of the quantumwaveguide structures, mode-
matching as described in Chapter 2 is utilizedfor the characterization of the junctions
and discontinuities. To model thenonuniform (composite) waveguide structure, an
extension of the generalized scattering matrixtechnique described in [30] is formulated.
Details of the numerical method as well as generalscaling properties are given
in Section 5.2. Results for transmissioncoefficient and zero temperature conductance
based on the hard wall approximation arepresented in Section 5.3.The structures
analyzed include the uniform quantum waveguide,single and double bends, as well as
periodic multi-waveguide structures composedof uniform waveguide sections of
alternating size of the lateral confinement (waveguidewidth). The special case of a
double constriction structure is analyzed in greaterdetail.It is shown that a strong
resonant behavior can be obtained in adouble constriction, similar to resonant tunneling
diodes [80], [81].Current-voltage characteristics exhibiting a regionof negative-
differential resistance (NDR) are presented forvarious temperatures. A simple design
procedure is used in order to obtain an increasedeffective temperature range with
achievable NDR. Finally, in Section 5.4, the case of auniform narrow constriction is
analyzed for a more accurate parabolic-like lateralpotential profile approximation by
applying the modal expansion technique describedin the previous chapter for graded-
index dielectric slab waveguides.73
5.2 Numerical Technique
The realization of a quantum waveguide in aGaAs /A1GaAs split-gate structure
is schematically shown in Fig. 5.1a. Atwo-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) is formed
at the heterojunction between theundoped GaAs and the n-doped Al GaAs asindicated
in the figure and in the corresponding energyband diagram shown in Fig. 5.1b. By
applying a negative voltage to the split gates,the electrons below the gates can be
depleted such that the 2DEG is pinched offin the lateral direction, giving rise to a
quantum waveguide.
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Fig. 5.1(a) Schematic of a split-gate structure (cross-sectionalview); superimposed
is a sketch of the potential profile for the electronsin the 2DEG at different
gatebiases;(b)energyband diagramacrosstheAl GaAs/GaAs
heterojunction.74
In a one-electron description of the ballistic electron motion inside a quantum
waveguide structure, the time-independent Schrodinger equation in the effective mass
approximation is given as
V2,+
2m*-V)iv = (V2 +14 -14)v = 0
112.
(5.1)
where E represents the total electron energy, V the potential energy, m* denotes the
effective mass, and I',is the reduced Planck's constant.For a uniform quantum
waveguide section, the eigensolutions of (5.1) are separable as
- (5.2)
=(An,mekz(n'in) z+Bnmeikz(n'111) z)n,m(X,y) =
Here, z corresponds to the propagation axis of the waveguide section, lcz is the
longitudinal component of the wave vector or phase constant, and n and m correspond
to the mode (or subband) indices associated with bound state solutions in the x and y
direction.
The modal solutions given in (5.2) form a complete infinite set of orthogonal
functions, and hence, can be used as a modal expansion of the wave function in a
uniform waveguide section. For the quantum waveguide structures covered here, no
discontinuities in the vertical growth direction (defined here as the y direction) are
included, so that the wave functions may be assumed to be independent of the y
coordinate without any loss of generality.However, the method presented is easily
extendable to configurations having discontinuities in both lateral directions.
In order to obtain a normalized modal expansion of the wave function as
described in Chapter 2, the continuity of the wave function iv and its normal derivative
(assuming a constant effective mass) are utilized to define a generalized wave
impedance. For a modal wavewithwith phase constant kz(m), traveling in the positive
z direction, the wave impedance Zm is given asZ.
jawi+daz
1
kz(m)
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(5.3)
With (5.3) the normalized modal expansionof the wave function in a uniform
waveguide is found as
-
= (gym+in
a
m
(e + bineikz(m)z)\12:(0m(X) E Y. m =1 .1
(5.4)
where the transverse eigenfunctions 4)m and phase constantskz(m) are determined by
the lateral potential profile.
To analyze a nonuniform quantum waveguideconfiguration, the structure is first
decomposed into uniform waveguide sections andsingle junctions(e.g.,step
discontinuities and right-angle bends) which form the"building blocks." Each building
block is then characterized by a generalizedscattering matrix (GSM) [30] whose
elements are the individual modal scattering parameters,including those for evanescent
modes. The GSM of the nonuniform waveguide structureis obtained by combining the
GSMs of the building blocks as described by the extendedgeneralized scattering-matrix
technique introduced in Section 5.2.2. Once theGSM of the composite structure is
known, parameters such as transmission coefficientand conductance are readily
deduced.
5.2.1 Single Junction or Transition
The scattering parameters for junctions can beobtained by utilizing the mode-
matching technique described in Chapter 2 anddemonstrated here for a single step
discontinuity.76
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Fig. 5.2Step discontinuity in a quantum waveguide.
To analyze the step discontinuity shown in Fig. 5.2,the general solution of the wave
function in the two uniform waveguide sectionsis expressed in terms of modal
expansions in incident and reflected waves, and isgiven in matrix notation by
W1
W2
=
=
rhT
IP/
D
+
(132-1a2 + P2b2)
(5.5a)
(5.5b)
Here, a1,2 and b12 are column vectors whoseelements are the modal incident and
reflected amplitudes in sections I and II, respectively.The matrices Z1.2 are diagonal
matrices with elements defined as the square rootof the modal impedances. The
functions (P1,2 are column vectors whose elementscorrespond to an infinite set of
suitable eigenfunctions. For a self-consistent solution,these eigenfunctions would be
obtained by simultaneously solving the Schr8dingerequation and Poisson's equation
in each region. In the present work, an infinite wellapproximation with orthonormal
square-well eigenfunctions is used. Hence, the wavefunction must fulfill Dirichlet
boundary conditions for which the eigenfunctionshave been given in Chapter 2. The
components of (Pk, are in this case given asand
2
wi
sinla(x -c)
wi
02(s)=j2sinnit
,
W2 w2
n = 1,2,3,...
n = 1,2,3,....
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(5.6a)
(5.6b)
The quantities P12 in (5.5) are diagonal matriceswith diagonal elements defined as
where
Pv(n,n) = e-jklv)(n)z;V = 1,2
(kz
v)(n) =2m*(E-V) t2
(\2
nit
wV
;v = 1,2 .
(5.7a)
(5.7b)
In (5.7b),the effective mass m* is assumed to be isotropic,and the total electron
energy E is referenced to thetwo-dimensional conduction band edge. The diagonal
elements of P are phase factors for propagatingmodes and attenuation factors for
evanescent modes in each region.
The continuity condition for the wave function andits normal derivative at the
junction of the two waveguide sections leads to thefollowing two matrix equations:
1,
ehT 71/2 4-1 -1 -1 /
`-'2V`12"2/
0
cpTi (ai
c +Nv1
05.x or
(5.8a)
c + w1xw2
=-C1:02 Z2(a.2b2 c < x < c +w1 (5.8b)
Using the orthonormal property of the eigenfunctionsOi(n), the x dependencies in the
matrix equations (5.8a,b) are eliminated bymultiplying (5.8a) by 02(m), (5.8b) by
01(m), and integrating over the cross section of thejunction.This mode-matching
procedure results in the matrix equationswith
and
a2 + b2= H(ai +131)
al -b1=HT(a2 -b2)
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(5.9a)
(5.9b)
H =Z21/2 C (5.9c)
HT=Z-1/4 CT ZIA (5.9d)
1 2
Matrix C characterizes the inter-mode scattering or mode coupling due to the step
discontinuity and is defined by the overlap integrals
Cii. rj i(n) 4)2(m) dx
(5.9e)
From the matrix equations (5.9a,b), the generalized scattering parameters for the step
discontinuity defined as
are readily obtained and are given
bl
by
S12
S21 S22a2
(5.10a)
Sii=(I + HT H)
-1(IHT H) (5.10b)
S12=2(1 + HT 11 )-1 HT (5.10c)
S21= H(I + S11) (5.10d)
S22= H Si2 - I (5.10e)79
where I denotes the identity matrix.
The GSMs for quantum waveguide junctions are of infinite order, which must
be suitably truncated to a finite size for numerical solutions.In general, the proper
choice of the number of retained modes is different on the two sides of a quantum
waveguide junction and is discussed in Section 5.3. The GSMs for junctions other than
the single step discontinuity shown above can be obtained in a similar manner (see
Chapter 2 and [79]). The characterization of a uniform quantum waveguide section of
length L constitutes a special case, since no mode scattering occurs. The generalized
scattering matrix can be directly expressed in terms of a diagonal matrix P and the null-
matrix 0 as
The diagonal elements of P are
P(n,n)
S11S12
S21 S22
given as
=e-1.11cz(n)L
0P
(5.11a)
Ol
n = 1,2,3,.... (5.11b)
5.2.2 Composite Quantum Waveguide Structure
The GSM of a composite waveguide structure may be obtained by combining
the generalized scattering parameters of the corresponding junctions and uniform
waveguide sections via the generalized scattering-matrix technique [30]. In the GSM
technique, however, the same number of modes are retained in the waveguide section
and in the two junctions it connects. For an accurate computation of the generalized
scattering parameters of a junction, a significant number of evanescent modes may need
to be included, although most of these modes may not couple effectively to the next
junction because of the large attenuation of their amplitudes. Therefore, either highly
attenuated evanescent modes may need to be included for an accurate characterization
of the waveguide junctions leading to numerical instabilities in the form of ill-
conditioned matrices, or the number of evanescent modes is limited to only those that80
are effectively coupled between the two junctions, thus impairing the accuracy of the
scattering parameters of the junctions. These drawbacks are eliminated in the extended
GSM technique introduced here where the number of modes retained in the analysis
of the waveguide section and the two junctions it connects may be different.In this
manner, the generalized scattering parameters of the junctions can be determined to any
desired accuracy while assuring a numerically stable GSM for the composite structure.
As an illustration of the extended GSM technique, Fig. 5.3 shows the
configuration of two arbitrary junctions (A and B) which are connected through a
uniform waveguide section (C). The total number of modes on each side of the junctions
(NA, MA and MB, NB) is different, in general, and is grouped into the total number of
modes K retained in the uniform waveguide section and into the remaining modes as
indicated in Fig. 5.3. For example, the amplitudes 4 (i=1,...,NA) of the modes incident
on the left side of junction A, represented by the mode vector4, are partitioned into
the mode vector as (i=1,...,K) and mode vector at (i.K-1-1,...,NA).
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Fig. 5.3Two arbitrary junctions (A and B) connected by a uniform waveguide section
(C). The mode amplitudes are grouped into the total number of modes K
retained in the uniform waveguide guide section and into the remaining
modes as indicated in the figure. For example, the amplitudes 4 (i=1,...,NA)
of the modes incident on the left side of junction A are grouped as mode
vector as (i=1,...,K) and mode vector at (i=K+1,...,NA). For the uncoupled
evanescent modes with amplitude vectors a1113 and I4'B, the uniform
waveguide section C can be treated as being infinitely long.In terms of the GSM of junction A, this partitioning rule is expressed as
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(5.12)
A corresponding partitioned GSM is obtained for junction B and is given by (5.12) with
superscripts A replaced by B, and with amplitude vectors as defined in Fig. 5.3. The
GSM characterizing waveguide section C has already been given in (5.11). To obtain
the GSM of the composite waveguide structure, the boundary conditions for the
amplitude vectors are imposed at the interfaces between the two junctions and the
waveguide section. These are readily obtained from Fig. 5.3 as
A C A C B B C ac = b1;be = al;a= b2
Cbe = a2
(5.13a)
Since the remaining evanescent modes of the two junctions are not coupled, the incident
amplitudes of these modes can be set to zero:
ad= 0;ad=0. (5.13b)
Using boundary conditions (5.13a,b) and eliminating the mode vectors of the waveguide
section, the GSM for the composite structure shown in Fig. 5.3 can be derived asbi
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where the generalized scattering parameters are given by
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(5.14a)
(5.14b)
(5.14c)
(5.14d)
(5.14e)
The size of the different matrices in (5.14b-e) is easily found from Fig. 5.3.For
example,S11is of size (NAxNA) whereasSAaais a (KxK) matrix. Composite waveguide
structures with more than two junctions can be analyzed by successively calculating the
GSM of a nonuniform waveguide section with two adjacent junctions and then treating
it as a single junction as shown in Fig. 5.4 for the case of three junctions.A
A
B1
1
B2
B
NI
83
Fig. 5.4Successive GSM calculation for a quantum waveguide structure having three
junctions.
In the above analysis of quantum waveguide structures, a change in potential
energy due to an applied bias voltage has not yet been included. For simplicity, the
effect of an applied bias voltage is modeled here by assuming linear potential drops
across the uniform waveguide sections, proportional to the length and inversely
proportional to the width of each section.In the numerical computations, the linear
potential drop is further approximated by a staircase with sufficiently small step size.
Thus, in the analysis of a biased nonuniform quantum waveguide structure, two
interacting junctions are not connected by one uniform waveguide section, but by a
series of cascaded uniform waveguide sections, each being at a constant but different
potential. At the interface of two cascaded sections, a step discontinuity in potential
is present which is defined as an additional building block.
The GSM of the potential-step junction is easily derived from the case of the
(geometric) step discontinuity analyzed in Section 5.2.1 as shown in Appendix A.5.
It is interesting to note that no inter-mode scattering or mode coupling occurs at a
potential-step discontinuity. For the calculation of the GSM of a composite waveguide
section consisting of altematingly cascaded potential-step junctions and uniform84
waveguide sections, it is more convenient to utilize the generalized ABCD-matrix [82]
(also called the chain or transfer matrix).The generalized ABCD-matrix of the
composite structure is obtained by multiplying the individual ABCD-matrices in the
given order, and then it is converted into its GSM (see Appendix A.6).
5.2.3 Transport Parameters and Scaling Properties
The GSM of a biased nonuniform quantum waveguide structure can be calculated
by applying the procedure outlined above. From the requirement of flux conservation,
the total transmission probability Tn from propagating mode n at the input (side 1) to
all Mp propagating modes at the output (side 2) is found as
Tn
MP
= E 1 s21(rn,n)12.
m =1
(5.15a)
The total transmission T through a quantum waveguide structure can be defined as
T = ETA.
n
(5.15b)
The summation in (5.15b) is taken over all propagating modes (occupied subbands) at
the input. The two-terminal conductance of a nonuniform quantum waveguide structure
in the limit of negligible bias voltage and zero temperature is given as [83]-[88]
e22h G = T(Ef) (5.16)
where T is the total transmission defined in (5.15b), evaluated at the Fermi energy Ef.
To include the effect of the bias voltage and nonzero temperature, the transmission
probabilities for electrons at different energies are weighted by the carrier distribution
function and integrated. The current for an applied bias voltage Vb is then given as [89]
e.,
2 e I(Vb)=
h
5 {f(E)f(E+eVb)] T(E,Vb)dE
0
(5.17)85
where f(E) is assumed to be the Fermi-Diracdistribution function. The conductance
for a finite temperature but negligible biasvoltage can be found from (5.17) by
expanding f(E) into a Taylor series around the Fermi energyand retaining only the first
term in the expansion. Thus, the two-terminalconductance for finite temperature reads
G(Ef,T)=P4..G (E,T=0) dE
0 °C
where G(E,T=0) is the zero-temperature conductancegiven in (5.16).
Similar to guided-wave configurations for electromagnetic wavesthe generalized
scattering parameters of a quantum waveguide structuredo not depend on the absolute
dimensions of its geometry but only on the dimensionsrelative to the electron
wavelength. This property has been pointed out by Sols etal. [22], [90] who presented
scaling transformations for the spatial dimensions,energies and effective mass. Here,
these scaling rules are extended to include finite temperatureand applied bias voltage.
If all spatial variables are scaled according to
W/L = =
W L
(5.19a)
and if energies, as well as variables linearly related to energy(such as voltage V and
temperature T), are scaled as
1 E/V/T"
E V T
(5.19b)
it can be seen by inspection that the generalizedscattering parameters of the scaled
system are identical to those of theunscaled system.Therefore, scaling preserves
transmission and conductance, whereas the current according to(5.17) is scaled as 1A2.86
5.3 Computational Results
In this section, results for the calculated transmission,conductance, and current-
voltage characteristics for various nonuniform quantumwaveguide structures are
presented. The effect of coupling to the external systemis included as step junctions
to wide uniform quantum waveguidesections unless otherwise stated. In the following
examples, calculations were performed for GaAs(m*=0.067m0), with electron energies
referenced to the two-dimensional conduction band edge,assuming only the ground
subband originating from quantization in the vertical(y-) growth direction is occupied.
In order to see if relative convergence problems occurin the analysis of quantum
waveguide junctions, the total transmission T1 through asingle step junction has been
computed for different mode ratios. A typical exampleof the convergence behavior
is shown in Fig. 5.5.
Fig. 5.5
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Convergence of the total transmission T1 through a single stepjunction with
widths w1 =l0nm and w2=20nm as function of N1 and fordifferent ratios of
modes retained on either side, defined as r=N2/N1;c=0, E=100meV.
No noticeable relative convergence phenomena occur.However, it is found from
Fig. 5.5, and from further calculations not shown here,that the fastest convergence is
obtained for ratios in the number of modes on eachside close to approximately 1.5
times the ratio of the corresponding widths.This result is similar to convergence87
investigations on planar waveguides [91] and coupledfinlines [92].In the following
analysis of quantum waveguide structures, the ratioof modes is taken close to this
optimum value to assure accurate solutions in theminimum computational time.
5.3.1 Uniform Constriction
Figure 5.6 shows the normalized zero-temperatureconductance with negligible
bias voltage for a narrow constriction in thesplit-gate configuration, modeled as a
uniform waveguide section and two step junctions.
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Fig. 5.6Conductance for the split-gate configuration shownin the inset as function
of constriction width w for different values of d.The channel length L
increases by the same amount as w is decreased.Lmjn =10nm; d varied
around 500nm; Ef=5meV; T=O.
It is assumed that the width of the constrictionis varied by means of a negative gate
voltage and that the resulting depletion regionhas the same extensions in the
longitudinal and lateral directions as indicated inthe inset of Fig. 5.6.Hence, the
effective channel length L increases by the same amount asthe width of the constriction
is decreased. The conductance shows a resonant structureand increases in steps of
2e2/h, in agreement with experimental observations [76]-[78]. The resonant structure
in the conductance arises from interference ofmultiple electron reflections at the step88
discontinuities and disappears for short channellengths where additional coupling by
evanescent modes is not negligible.The conductance as a function of w, shown in
Fig. 5.6, has been computed for different widths din the wide regions which have been
varied around d = 500 nm. The calculatedconductance values are virtually identical
for small widths w of the constriction, andonly for large values of w is a small
difference in conductance noticeable. This clearlyshows that the coupling effects of
a narrow constriction to theexternal system with an effectively infinite width canbe
accurately modeled by step junctions with dimensionsin the wide regions, as shown
in the inset of Fig. 5.6.
5.3.2 Single and Double Bend
In contrast to a single uniform constriction, resonant structureswith pass- and
stop-band behavior in the transmission characteristics as afunction of constriction width
can be obtained for singleand multiple bend structures. Figure 5.7a shows thetotal
transmission T1 as a function of energy for both the singleand double bend structure.
The stop-band behavior for energies near 50 meV atwhich all electrons are reflected
by a single right-angle bend is clearly visible (dashedline).This total reflection is
caused by interferences of the propagating lowest-ordermode and the excited evanescent
modes in the discontinuity region. The energy atwhich total reflection occurs depends
on the width of the quantumwaveguide and increases as the width is decreased (see
Eq. (5.19)). For two cascaded right-angle bends, thestop-band is broadened (solid line),
as expected from the analogoustheory of microwave circuits. In addition to the pass-
and stop-band behavior arising from a single bend, aseries of superimposed resonant
peaks is found for the double bend structure. These resonantpeaks are due to electron
wave interferences in the region betweenthe two cascaded bends. Their width is mainly
controlled by the distance between the two bends.1.0
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(a) Total transmission T1 as a function of electron energy.The dashed curve
shows T1 for the single bend shown in (b); thesolid line corresponds to the
double bend (c) (dimensions are given in nm).
Recently, low temperature conductance measurements onthe double bend split-
gate structure shown in Fig. 5.8 havebeen performed at the University of Oregon in
collaboration with Oregon State University [93]. The2DEG density of the material was
measured to be 3.8x1011/cm2 which corresponds to aFermi energy of approximately90
14 meV. A detailed description of the epitaxial layers of the GaAs /A1GaAs structure
and the fabrication process is given in [93].
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Fig. 5.8 Scanning electron micrograph of the double bend split-gate structure [93].
The measured conductance as a function of applied gate voltage is shown in
Fig. 5.9 for several temperatures.The global features and fine structure in the
conductance have been found to be reproducible after repeated cycling of the
temperature. The 4.2K curve (G3) shows conductance plateaus which are quantized in
multiples of 2e2/h, as the width of the double bend decreases with increasingly negative
gate voltage. At lower temperatures, the conductance plateaus are seen to resolve into
a number of peaks, followed by a minimum. These peaks are especially pronounced
at the first plateau.In addition to the formation of peaks, the residual plateaus are
found to be no longer quantized in integer multiples of 2e2/h but to lie somewhat lower,
indicating a temperature dependence in the overall slope of the conductance curve.91
Fig. 5.9Measured conductance as a function of gate voltagefor three different
temperatures: T=70mK (G1), T=1K (G2),T=4.2K (G3); curves G2 and G3
are offset by 1 and 2 quantum steps,respectively.
In the analysis of the double bend structureshown in Fig. 5.8, the temperature-
dependent conductance has been computed from(5.18) using the same nominal
dimensions and assuming hard wall confinement. Thetransitions to the two wider
regions (see Fig. 5.8) have not been included in themodel since their effect on the
conductance is secondary. The conductance at OK and4.2K is shown in Fig. 5.10, and
compared to the quantum steps of an ideal uniform quantumwaveguide. The lowest
plateau at OK (solid line) contains a series of resonantpeaks, followed by a conductance
minimum. The higher plateaus display a similar resonant structurewhich is not as well92
defined, however, because of mode coupling. At4.2K (dotted curve), all of the fine
resonant structure is washed out, and only aseries of deformed plateaus each containing
a conductance minimum, canbe seen, similar to the experimental data. Incomparison
to the measured data, no temperaturedependence in the overall slope of the conductance
curves is found in the theoreticalcalculations. However, a much stronger reductionin
slope from the ideal quantum steps as compared tothe measured conductance, can be
noticed.This considerable change in slope in the theoreticalconductance is attributed
to the assumed hard wall confinementand the sharp boundaries defined by the double
bend geometry. Nonetheless, comparison of themeasured and calculated conductance
data suggests that the reduction in slope may beattributed to the double bend geometry,
although it is compensated by some yet unknowntemperature-dependent effect.
Comparison of the theoretical and measured resultsshown here and in [93] further
suggests that some of the resonant structureand the minimums in the conductance are
associated with the double bend discontinuity. A moredetailed discussion of the
measured and calculated conductance can be foundin [93].
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Fig. 5.10 Calculated conductance as a functionof width for a double bend with
dimensions as indicated in Fig. 5.8.Solid curve: T=OK, dotted curve:
T=4.2K, dashed curve: ideal uniform quantum waveguide(without bend
discontinuity); Ef=14meV.93
5.3.3 Periodic Multi-Waveguide Structures
Analogous to the theory for one-dimensional (1D) periodic potential variations
(as for example in the Kronig-Penney model [94]), the formation of energy band gaps
is expected in periodic quantum waveguide structures or superlattices.Recently,
periodic split-gate structures have been experimentally studied by Kouwenhoven et al.
who reported resonant structure believed to be associated with miniband formation [95].
The periodic quantum waveguide structures considered here are formed by cascading
uniform waveguide sections of alternating width, as indicated in Fig. 5.11.
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Fig. 5.11 Geometry of an infinite quantum waveguide superlattice structure with
alternatingly narrow and wide width. wi=l0nm; w2=30nm; LI=L2=10nm.
The energy band structure for the periodic quantum waveguide configuration with period
L=L1 +L2 can be determined by application of the Bloch theorem [94] which relates the
value of the wave function tif over one period.
y!1=eJ11 yell k,real (5.20)
Note that the phase constant lcz in (5.20) is, in general, different from the definition of
the longitudinal component of the wave vector given in (5.7b). Figure 5.12 gives the94
reduced-zone representation of the allowed E-kz states for the infinite 1D quantum
waveguide superlattice shown in Fig. 5.11.
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Fig. 5.12 E-kz diagram for the infinite superlattice structure shown in Fig. 5..11 with
period L=L1 +L2.
The formation of minibands and miniband gaps is clearly visible. Two different types
of minibands can be distinguished:(1) wide free-electron-like minibands with
appreciable curvature, and (2) very narrow minibands representing quasi-bound states.
In contrast to the energy bands of infinite 1D potential superlattices, which usually
increase monotonically in size with increasing energy, some almost dispersionless
minibands associated with quasi-bound states lie between the wider free-electron like
minibands, while others are superimposed on wide minibands in the case of a 1D
quantum waveguide superlattice.
For finite superlattices, the appearance of quasi-bound states gives rise to very
sharp resonances in transmission and conductance [79] even for structures with small
number of periods. The total transmission T1 for a periodic structure with five narrow
constrictions is shown in Fig. 5.13.(a)
(b)
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Fig. 5.13(a) Total transmission T1 for the superlattice structurewith five narrow
constrictions shown in (b) (dimensions are given in nm).
In spite of the small number of periods used here, theposition of the plateaus with zero
transmission and of the sharp peaks agrees well with theminiband gaps and almost
dispersionless minibands, respectively, of thecorresponding infinite periodic case. A
resonant structure has also been reported byUlloa et al. [96] who studied the special
case of a finite superlattice structureformed by a periodically modulated potential in
a quantum waveguidewith constant width.However, unlike the more general
superlattice structures analyzed here and in [79], no modecoupling due to potential
variations occurs in the superlattice analyzed by Ulloa etal. (see Appendix A.5).
If the number of narrow constrictions in the finitesuperlattice structure analyzed96
above is reduced to two, the transitions to zero transmission become less sharp and the
plateaus of total reflection become smaller as can be seen in Fig. 5.14. However, a
sharp peak in transmission at approximately 37 meV is still visible, and is in good
agreement with the location of the lowest quasi-bound state of the corresponding infinite
superlattice.
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Fig. 5.14(a) Total transmission T1 for the double constriction structure shown in (b)
(dimensions are given in nm).
It is interesting to note that this resonance occurs at an energy level at which
no propagating waves can exist in the two narrow constrictions. Hence, electronic
transport in these two regions is solely based on evanescent mode coupling, a
mechanism which is similar to tunneling phenomena found in heterojunction structures
with multiple potential barriers such as resonant tunneling diodes [80], [81]. The cavity97
formed between the two narrow constrictions is usually referred to as quantum dot [9],
[97], [98] which in the case treated here, is evanescently coupled to two waveguide
sections (see Fig. 5.14b), thus giving rise to a quasi-bound state instead of a true bound
state in the longitudinal direction. The formation of a quasi-bound state in the cavity
region is also evident from the 3D plots of Iv Av shown in Fig. 5.15 for the two cases
of near "on" and "off" resonance.Furthermore, it can be seen that the boundary
condition of xv=0 along the step discontinuities is fulfilled, thus confirming the correct
truncation of the modal series expansions for the wave functions in the different regions.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 5.15 imv
*inside the double constriction structure shown in Fig. 5.14b with
normalization a1=1 (wave is incident from left). (a) Near "On"-resonance,
E=37.25 meV; (b) "Off'-resonance, E=30meV.98
In the following, the similarities between thedouble constriction and the resonant
tunneling diode [80], [81] are further examined.The influence of an applied bias
voltage on the resonant peak in the totaltransmission through a double constriction with
realistic dimensions (Fig. 5.16) is shown in Fig.5.17.
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Fig. 5.16 Double constriction quantum waveguide structurewith realistic dimensions
(given in nm).
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Fig. 5.17 Total transmission as function of energyand different values of bias voltage
for the double constriction structure shown inFig. 5.16.
With increasing bias voltage, the doubleconstriction becomes more and more
asymmetric causing the resonant peak to shift to lowerenergies and to decrease in99
amplitude. The resulting current as calculated from (5.17), is shown in Fig. 5.18 for
various temperatures. As can be seen, a region of negative differential resistance (NDR)
is realizable, similar to resonant tunneling diodes [80], [81].However, the peak-to-
valley ratios obtained are relatively small (up to 2.5:1), and a region of NDR can be
achieved for temperatures up to only approximately 10K. With decreasing dimensions
of the structure, a higher peak-to-valley ratio and larger temperature range with
achievable NDR are expected.
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Fig. 5.18 I-V characteristics at different temperatures for the double constriction
structure shown in Fig. 5.16; Ef------5meV.
5.3.4 Design Procedure for NDR Enhancement
To facilitate the design of a double constriction with NDR enhancement, the
influence of the geometry on the location of the transmission peak needs to be
determined.If only the lowest-order mode in the cavity region and the lowest-order
evanescent mode in the two narrow constrictions are considered, an expression for the
total transmission through a double constriction at zero bias voltage is readily found
from (5.14d) and (5.15) as
TIT,
T(E)=1S2112=
2 (5.21a)
(1
\
i/RIRrcos2a)+ RiRr sine 2awith
a = kdL+1A(p14-1/29,
100
(5.21b)
where T1 =1 -R1 and Tz=l-Rz are the totaltransmission coefficients through the left and
right narrow constrictions, respectively. Thephase factor a consists of the phase shift
in the cavity region (quantum dot) of length L(with kd = kz(1) inside the quantum dot)
as well as (pi and (pr which arethe phase factors of the reflection coefficientsfor
electrons in the cavity region facing the left andright narrow constriction, respectively.
In the case of symmetric narrow constrictions,(5.21a) reduces to an expression similar
to that found for a symmetrical1D double potential barrier [99]
\ -1
T(E)=1 +
4R
L + (p)
T2
(5.22)
where Te=Ti=Tr and (p=91=(pr.If Tc « 1(which is usually the case), a good
approximation for the phase factor cp is the phase 4) of thereflection coefficient for the
single step discontinuity at the interfaces of thecavity and the two narrow constrictions.
The energy that maximizes the total transmission(T=1 at resonance for the symmetric
case) leads to a resonance condition similar to thedouble-potential-barrier-case [100]:
kd L + cp=nit(n = . (5.23)
This resonance condition is fulfilled when allinternally reflected waves inside the cavity
region are in phase and enhance the total transmission.The resonance energy can be
determined graphically as shown in Fig. 5.19a. There,kd L and -4) (to approximate -9)
are plotted as a function of energyfor various lengths L of the cavity and widths w of
the two narrow constrictions.(a)
(b)
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Fig. 5.19(a) Phase -0=-arg(r) (solid lines) and phase shift kd L (dashed lines) inside
the cavity region; intersections determine the lowest-order resonances; (b)
reflection coefficient r for the step discontinuity from the cavity region to
the narrow constrictions.
The lowest resonance is given by the intersection of corresponding phase curves, the102
second lowest by a phase difference of it, and so on. Also evident from Fig. 5.19a is
the cutoff energy of the lowest-order mode in the two narrow constrictions with width
w as indicated by the sharp discontinuities in the (-0-curves. In order to obtain an
increase in temperature range with achievable NDR, a large energy gap between the
lowest-order resonance and the cutoff energy in the narrow constriction as well as
second-lowest resonance is needed. The length of the two narrow constrictions has very
little influence on the position of the resonance, however, it controls the width of the
resonant peak through Tc. As a compromise between a practical size of the width (i.e.,
resonant energy close to cutoff energy) and large temperature range with achievable
NDR (i.e., large gap between resonant energy and cutoff energy), new dimensions for
the double constriction structure were chosen as indicated in Fig. 5.20.Figure 5.21
shows the total transmission through the double constriction with this new choice of
dimensions. The predicted resonance energy (16.02 meV) is found to be very close to
the actual resonance (15.98 meV) obtained from the transmission data.The
corresponding I-V curves for various temperatures are presented in Fig. 5.22.As
expected, the temperature range with achievable NDR has been extended to
approximately 60K. The peak-to-valley ratio at zero temperature is found to be over
80:1 (compared to 2.5:1 in Fig. 5.18).
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Fig. 5.20 Improved double constriction structure (dimensions are given in nm).1.0
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Fig. 5.21Total transmission as function of energy and at zerobias voltage for the
improved double constriction structure shownin Fig. 5.20.
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Fig. 5.22 I-V characteristics at different temperaturesfor the improved double
constriction structure shown in Fig. 5.20;Ef=10meV.
It is obvious from Figs. 5.17 and 5.18 that inthe case of a symmetric double
constriction, the amplitude of the resonant peak inthe transmission evaluated at the104
current peak may be considerably less thanunity.If, analogous to resonant tunneling
diodes, the length of the right narrow constriction isappropriately increased, a larger
amplitude of the resonant peak is expected. Calculationsfor the asymmetric case show
that it is indeed possible to maximizes the resonantamplitude in the total transmission
by suitably increasing the length of the right narrowconstriction.However, the
resulting I-V characteristics do not necessarilyexhibit an increased temperature range
with achievable NDR.
The I-V characteristics shown here have been calculatedfor fixed dimensions
of the double constrictions.If the applied gate voltage is varied, the effective
dimensions of the double constrictions can be controlledleading to a change in the
position of the peak voltage in the I-V characteristics [1011.Hence, a possible device
application of the double constriction structure can beconceived as a three terminal
storage cell with low power dissipation.105
5.4 Uniform Narrow Constriction with Arbitrary Lateral Potential Confinement
In the previous sections, it has been assumed that the electrons inside the
quantum waveguide structure are laterally confined by infinite potential walls (hard
walls).Recent self-consistent two-dimensional numerical calculations of the lateral
potential variation in a GaAs /A1GaAs heterojunction split-gate configuration show that
the potential profile is more accurately approximated by a flat region which is bounded
by parabolically shaped walls [102].
In this section the uniform narrow constriction with arbitrary lateral potential
profile is analyzed by extending the modal expansion technique developed in the
previous chapter for the characterization of step discontinuities in graded-index dielectric
slab waveguides. Similar to the dielectric slab waveguide structures, the uniform narrow
constriction is enclosed by hard walls which are sufficiently far away. The general
geometry of the uniform constriction is shown in Fig. 5.23 where the hatched region
indicates the arbitrary lateral potential profile.
d
Fig. 5.23 Uniform narrow constriction with arbitrary potential profile indicated by the
hatched area; d=500nm, b=200nm, L=100nm.
The analysis of the uniform narrow constriction with arbitrary lateral potential profile
is made easy by utilizing the functional equality between the Schrodinger equation (5.1)
with V=V(x) and the 2D reduced wave equation for TE modes in a parallel-plate106
waveguide with arbitrary graded-index profile (seeChapter 4 and Appendix A.3). By
making the substitutions
and
E= V
Hz
(5.24)
(5.25)
the modal expansion technique for TE modes withmagnetic walls, as developed in the
previous chapter, can be used to obtain the generalizedscattering parameters of the two
step discontinuities in the structure shownin Fig. 5.23.The overall structure with
arbitrary lateral potential profile is then analyzedvia the extended GSM technique in
the same way as has been shown earlier for thehard wall case.
In order to qualitatively approximate the more accurateself-consistent numerical
solutions for the lateral potential profile given in [102], asimple model for the electric
field in the depletion regions below the gates is used.In this model, the electric field
is assumed to decrease linearly along the lateraldirection towards the center of the
constriction.The resulting lateral potential profile obtainedfrom this model is shown
in Fig. 5.24.
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Fig. 5.24 Assumed lateral potential profile.107
The calculated conductance for this assumed lateral potential profile is shown in
Fig. 5.25 as a function of an effective width, defined here as the distance between the
points where the potential curves cross the Fermi energy (i.e., the classical turning
points). Also included in the figure is the corresponding conductance calculation for
a uniform narrow constriction with hard wall confinement.
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Fig. 5.25 Conductance for a uniform narrow constriction with lateral potential
confinement as shown in Fig. 5.24 (soft walls) and corresponding hard wall
case (Ef=15meV, T=OK). The curve obtained for the soft wall confinement
has been offset by half a quantum step.
It is interesting to note that for the assumed parabolic lateral potential profile shown
in Fig. 5.24, the resonant structure in the conductance is not reduced but rather enhanced
as compared to the corresponding case with infinite square-well confinement. This
strong resonant structure is mainly due to the step discontinuities used here in the
model, and is expected to be noticeably weakened in a more realistic model using
tapered transitions to the wider regions.108
5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, a complete description ofthe numerical analysis of quantum
waveguide structures and devices in terms ofmodal expansions of the wave function
together with a mode-matching methodand an extended generalized scatteringmatrix
technique has been given. The modal analysistechnique has been applied to study
several composite quantum waveguide structures.
For a single-bend structure, a pass- andstop-band behavior has been found in
the transmission characteristics as afunction of energy. In addition to a broadening
of the stop-band, a series of superimposed resonantpeaks has been found for a double-
bend structure. Comparison of low-temperatureconductance measurements on a double-
bend structure with the theoretical modelhas shown some qualitative agreement asin
both, the theoretical and measured data,conductance minimums and a reduction in the
overall slope of the conductance curves havebeen observed.
A strong resonant behavior similar tothat in resonant tunneling diodes has been
found in periodic multi-waveguide structures.For the special case of a double
constriction in GaAs, calculated current-voltagecharacteristics have been shown,
exhibiting a region of negative differentialresistance (NDR) for temperatures up to
approximately 10K with a peak-to-valley ratioof about 2.5:1 at zero temperature.
Applying a simple design procedure, the temperature rangewith achievable NDR has
been extended to up to approximately 60Kwith a peak-to-valley ratio of over 80:1 at
zero temperature.
In the last section of this chapter, theuniform narrow constriction has been
analyzed assuming a boxlike lateral potentialconfinement with parabolic side walls to
approximate more accurate self-consistent publisheddata.It has been found that in
comparison to a hard wall confinement, theconductance oscillations are not reduced
or weakened but ratherbroadened.109
6. SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
In the present work, generalized modal analysis techniques for the characteriza-
tion of dissipationless planar waveguide structures, encountered in microwave and
optical integrated circuits, as well as of quantum waveguide structures have been
described. The waveguide structures have been modeled by equivalent generalized
parallel-plate waveguides with Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions for the scalar
wave function. A generalized description of Kiihn's mode-matching technique [18] for
the analysis of junctions and discontinuities has been given.
As the first application, the transmission properties of the curved microstrip bend
have been derived by utilizing a second-order perturbation analysis of the equivalent
modified curved waveguide model. Computational results for typical curved bends on
alumina and GaAs substrates have been compared to those obtained for the right-angle
and chamfered right-angle bends and demonstrate an improvement in the transmission
properties.Comparison of the theoretical results and the data obtained from trans-
mission and resonance measurements for a microstrip structure on thin alumina and
GaAs substrates containing curved bends show good agreement. The calculated results
for the scattering parameters of the curved microstrip bend converge very fast with
increasing number of higher order modes considered and have been found to be
consistent for large curvatures and bends with small angle. In order to obtain a simple
estimate of the accuracy of the second-order perturbation solutions, comparisons with
the corresponding first-order perturbation solutions could be made.The method
presented here should be useful in the computer-aided design of microwave monolithic
and hybrid integrated circuits containing curved bends with arbitrary angle.
To analyze right-angle microstrip bends and T junctions having a rectangular
notch, an extended mode-matching technique has been formulated.In the extended
mode-matching technique, the field expansions in the discontinuity region are derived
by additionally applying the mode-matching procedure to the discontinuities present in
the discontinuity region. Computational results for the frequency-dependent scattering110
parameters of notch compensated right-angle microstrip bends and T junctions have been
compared to those without notch and show an improvement in the transmission
properties. The extended mode-matching technique provides a design procedure for the
compensation of right-angle bends and T's and can be readily extended to general
microstrip structures where the discontinuity region is not a simple rectangle. The
scattering parameters have been found to be sensitive to the value of the effective
dielectric constant in the discontinuity region which has here been obtained from a static
calculation taking account the fringing fields along the open sides of the discontinuity
region [28]. The accuracy of the scattering parameters of the notched configuration may
be improved by utilizing empirical expressions for the effective dielectric constant in
the discontinuity derived from measured data for different classes of substrate material.
In the second part of this work, the modal field solutions for an arbitrary graded-
index dielectric slab waveguide have been derived by applying the generalized
telegraphist's equations to the equivalent inhomogeneous parallel-plate waveguide model
with electric or magnetic walls. Modal field expansions for the inhomogeneous parallel-
plate waveguide have been constructed and employed in a mode-matching procedure
to calculate the transmission properties of a step discontinuity in typical diffused
dielectric optical slab waveguides with exponential, Gaussian, and complementary error-
function index profile.It has been found that the radiation loss due to an abrupt
transverse displacement in the waveguide increases smoothly with increasing displace-
ment, whereas the radiation loss caused by an abrupt change in diffusion depth shows
a sharp transition from a region with almost zero to nearly total loss.In both cases,
the reflected power was found to be negligible. Since a large radiation loss could lead
to a disturbing cross-talk component in an optical integrated circuit, the radiation pattern
should be determined.For the TM-mode case, the modal expansion technique was
found to exhibit a slow convergence due to the presence of dielectric edges in the
transverse directions. A faster convergence is expected by using suitable trial fields
in the method of moments approach.Similarly, a faster convergence of the mode-
matching solutions could be obtained for TM-mode incidence by implementing the edge
condition at the step discontinuity as in [53] or [75]. The method presented here for111
the analysis of step discontinuities in graded-index dielectric slab waveguides can be
extended to step discontinuities in arbitrary dielectric strip and channel waveguides and
should be useful in the analysis and design of optical integrated circuits as well as for
millimeter- and submillimeter-wave applications.
In the final part of this thesis, the modal analysis technique has been applied
to various quantum waveguide structures and configurations. An extension of the
generalized scattering matrix technique has been formulated to analyze quantum
waveguide structures containing multiple junctions or discontinuities. Assuming hard
wall confinement, a resonant structure with pass- and stopband behavior was found in
the transmission characteristics of a single- and double-bend structure. Comparison of
the theoretical low-temperature conductance with measured data, where conductance
minimums and a reduction in the overall slope of the conductance curves has been
observed, have shown qualitative agreement. In periodic multi-waveguide structures
formed by cascaded narrow and wide waveguide sections, a strong resonant behavior
similar to that in resonant tunneling diodes has been found. For the special case of a
double constriction, calculated current-voltage characteristics have shown a region of
negative differential resistance (NDR) for temperatures up to approximately 10K and
with a peak-to-valley ratio of about 2.5:1 at zero temperature. Using a simple design
procedure, the temperature range with achievable NDR could be extended to approxi-
mately 60K with a maximum peak-to-valley ratio of over 80:1.Possible device
applications of the double constriction structure such as a three-terminal storage cell
with low power dissipation should be further examined.
Assuming a more accurate boxlike potential confinement with parabolic side
walls, conductance calculations for the uniform narrow constriction have shown a
stronger resonance structure as compared to the corresponding hard wall case. As a
next step in the modeling of quantum waveguide structures realized in the split-gate
configuration, the relationship between the applied gate voltage and the lateral potential
confinement should be further studied (hopefully with the help of good experimental
data). Moreover, it should be determined if a hard wall model with an effective width
provides a sufficiently accurate approximation to experimental results.112
In this work, the coupling of the quantum waveguide structures to the external
system width an effectively infinite width has been modeled by steps to quantum
waveguidesectionswithsufficientlylargewidth.For more accurate and
computationally more efficient solutions, endpieces with infinite width should be
included in the analysis.Furthermore, the transitions from the quantum waveguide
structure to the external system which have here been modeled as step discontinuities,
are more accurately described by a funnel-like transition. A stepped waveguidemodel
or a modal analysis based on local modes could be utilized in a more accurate model
of the transitions to the external system. Although no impurity scattering, electron-
electron interactions and other scattering mechanisms have been considered here, they
need to be included in a more sophisticated model. To a first order approximation these
scattering effects could be taken into account in a perturbation solution.Finally, an
equivalent circuit model could be developed for the analysis of single mode quantum
waveguide structures to facilitate the design of more complicated, cascaded quantum
waveguide structures.113
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A.1 Expansion Terms for Second-Order Perturbation Solution
For a second-order perturbation solution, the expansion functions (1)1n and 02,n
as well as the phase constant On have been given in [38] and are repeated here for
convenience.
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A.2 Fast Cosine Transform Used in Integral Evaluation
Depending on the existing boundary conditions at the plates of the parallel-plate
waveguide, the integrals in (4.6c) and (4.7c) can be written either as
or as
w
2 ff(x)sinnit xjsin_mitx dx
w w
0 )
w w
=ff(x)cos( (n -m ff(x)cos( (n +m)nx
o w
)dx
o w
w
MR 2ff(x)cos(L
w w
.icxcosHx
o i
w
=f f(x)cos((n-m
0 w
w
if(x)cos (n+m)nx dx
w
o
(A2.1a)
(A2.1b)
In both cases the evaluation of these integrals may be reduced to the computation of
integrals of the form
w
If(x)cosEkic xjdx,
o w
k=0,1,2,.... (A2.2)
The special form of the integrand in (A2.2) suggests that the integrals may be
viewed as the Fourier coefficients of the even periodic function
{1/w f(x) 0 <x< w
(A2.3)
g(x)=g(-x) all x
g(x±2nw)n = 0,+1,+2,...125
An efficient method for calculating the Fourier coefficients of a general periodic
function is provided by the Fast Fourier Transform (1-F1). The utilization of the FFT
to calculate integrals arising in a similar problem has been suggested previously by
Mrozowski [103], [104]. Here, the Fast Cosine Transform (FCT) from Swarztrauber's
FFTPACK library [105] which is defined as
N -2
H(i)=h(0) + E2h(k)cos( 1_...
N
L-1 ic)+ (-1)ih(N-1)
k=1
i = 0,1,...,N-1,
(A2.4)
is utilized to compute the integrals given in (A2.2). The relationship between the FCT
and the integrals is given as
where
W
ff(x)cosHx)dx F(k),
o w
k = 0, 1,...,M
klc
E-
F(k)= w
2 (N -1)
i=N-1
FCT{f(1._.w
N lj}i=0
N= 2m+1 >2M, k = 0,1,...,N.
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A.3 Method of Moments Solution for a Parallel-Plate Waveguide
Filled with Inhomogeneous Dielectric Medium
In this appendix, the method of moments is utilized to derive a matrix eigenvalue
equation for the phase constants of the TE- and TM-modes of a parallel-plate waveguide
with electric or magnetic walls, filled with an inhomogeneous dielectric medium (see
Fig. 4.1). In the following, the TE-mode case is considered first.
A.3.1 TE Modes
By eliminating the transverse field component Hx from (4.2a) and (4.2b), the
second-order partial differential equation
a2 2a
E (x,z)= _E (x,z) + koe
2
T(x)Ey(x,z)
aZ2Y aX2Y
(A3.1)
is obtained for the transverse electric field E of a TE mode where ko = 27ca0 is the
free-space wave number.In addition, Ey fulfills Dirichiet or Neumann boundary
conditions for magnetic or electric walls, respectively. For time-harmonic solutions of
the form exp(jwt) and with all spatial quantities normalized with respect to k0, the
partial differential equation given in (A3.1) reduces to the eigenvalue equation
R2
gi.E (Ey)= Ey
ko
where the linear operator SrE is defined as
a2
gTE Er(x)
aX 2
(A3.2a)
(A3.2b)
Applying the method of moments [14], the functional eigenvalue equation (A3.2)
is converted into a matrix eigenvalue equation by first expanding the eigenfunction Ey
in a set of basis functionswhich are defined in the domain of the operator gTE.127
Next, a suitable inner product <f,g>n with weighting function IC is specified for gm and
the given boundary conditions. As a final step, the inner product of the eigenvalue
equation with a set of testing functions cin is taken, where the testing functions are
defined in the range gm. This procedure results in the matrix eigenvalue equation
where
DV =/32EV
ko
Dmn= <Cm,gm(n)>
E. = <L,4n>
(A3.3a)
(A3.3b)
(A3.3c)
and V is a column vector with the expansion coefficients Vn as elements.
A suitable inner product for the eigenvalue problem considered here can be
defined as
<f,g >7=ffgdx (A3.4)
where the weighting function is taken as n=1. It is easily shown that this choice of the
inner product makes the operator gm with Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions
self-adjoint. For the particular choice==(Galerkin's method), and expansion
functions On given by (2.5a) or (2.5b,c), the matrix eigenvalue equation (A3.3) reduces
to
DV =/32
IcO
Here, the elements of matrix D are given as
(A3.5a)128
Dmn = P.kc(n) onm (A3.5b)
where 13mn has been defined in (4.6c),k2 is given in (2.5b), and S. is the Kronecker
delta. It can be seen that for this particular choiceof expansion functions in the method
of moments, the matrix eigenvalue equationgiven in (A3.5) is identical with the matrix
eigenvalue equation (4.9a) obtained from the generalizedtelegraphist's equations.
A.3.2 TM Modes
Similar to the TE-mode case, the second-orderpartial differential equation
a2
H (x,z)=c
(
a1a 2
H+ ko er Hy
aZ2Y tax e ax r
(A3.6)
for the magnetic field component Hy of a TM modeis obtained by eliminating the
transverse field component. Ex from(4.3a) and (4.3b). For time-harmonic solutions of
the form exp(jcot), and with all spatial quantitiesnormalized with respect to the free-
space wavenumber k0, thepartial differential equation given in (A3.6) reduces tothe
eigenvalue equation
(Hy)=
where the linear operator Vivi is defined as
gTM
R2
Hy
Y
Er(x)a a
r ax er(x) ax
(A3.7a)
(A3.7b)
Analogous to TE modes, a suitable inner productwith weighting function IC = 1 /fir is
given for the TM-mode case byW
<f,g>,,,=ji..._
1fgdx
0 Er
129
(A3.8)
With the inner product defined in (A3.8), the operator gTm with Dirichlet or Neumann
boundary conditions is self-adjoint as can be shown by repeated application of
integration by parts.
In a Galerkin solution with the expansion and testing functions On given by
(2.5a) or (2.5b,c), a matrix eigenvalue equation of the form (A3.3) is obtained with
D.
and
E.
where Q. is given by (4.7c).
8mnQmn
=fwdX
E
OmOn
0r
(A3.9a)
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A.4 Characteristic Equations for TE- and TM-Modes in Bounded
and Unbounded Step-Index Dielectric Slab Waveguides
In this appendix, the exact characteristic equations for the phase constants of
TE- and TM-modes of a step-index dielectric slab waveguide and of the corresponding
parallel-plate configurations with electric and magnetic walls are given. The waveguide
configuration is shown in Fig.A4.1.
2w
2d n2
AP'AI 41/AMP' APIr
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n2
Fig.A4.1Bounded and unbounded step-index dielectric slab waveguide configuration.
Since the waveguide structure shown in Fig.A4.1is symmetric with respect to the
center line, the TE and TM modes of the waveguide can each be grouped into even and
odd modes.The resulting characteristic equations for the phase constants can be
obtained with the transverse resonance method, and are summarized in TableA4.1for
convenience. The type of wall (EW or MW) that can be inserted at the center line
without disturbing the field of an even or odd mode, is included in parenthesis. The
two parameters arising in the characteristic equations given in TableA4.1are defined
as
k=
and
nik(23:-02 2 2
ko (I) 110E0
(A4.1)
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Table A4.1Characteristic equations for symmetric, bounded and unbounded step-
index dielectric slab waveguides.
tan(kd) =
Open Structure EW MW
TE
even
(MW)
a
k
1 coth(aw) L. tanh(aw)
k
odd
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k
a
k tanh(aw)
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-_k coth(aw)
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TM
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n2a
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n
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A.5 Scattering Parameters for a Step Discontinuity in Potential
In reference to (5.5)-(5.7), the modal expansions of the wave functions on both
sides of the junction only differ in the phase constants Iclv)(n) (v=1,2; n=1,2,3,...) due
to the difference in potential energy.Since no geometrical discontinuity exists at a
potential step junction, the overlap integrals given in (5.9e) are zero for two different
modes (matrix C=I). Hence, no inter-mode scattering or mode coupling but only intra-
mode scattering occurs at a potential step discontinuity. The generalized scattering
parameters of this step junction become diagonal matrices and, in reference to (5.10a-e),
are given by
where
1 -r 2 lr7
S S 1 + ri 1 + ri
2 r.
S21(l,i) S22(i,i) 1 + ri 1 + ri
(A5.1)
lc,
(2)(i)
ri= i=1,2,3,.... (A5.2)
kZl,(i)
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A.6 Generalized Scattering Matrix of Cascaded
Potential Step Discontinuities
To calculate the GSM of a composite waveguide section with altematingly
cascaded potential step junctions and uniform waveguide sections, the generalized
ABCD-matrix [82] denoted by T, and defined as
(A6.1)
is utilized. The generalized ABCD-matrix T P for a potential step junction is given as
where
TP=
11 + r. Aii =
[AB
C
D]
Bii
Dii
(A6.2)
(A6.3)
For a uniform waveguide section, the generalized ABCD matrix Tw, defined correspond-
ing to (A6.1), is found as
Tw =
0P
(A6.4)
The generalized ABCD-matrix T of a composite structure consisting of N altematingly
cascaded uniform waveguide sections and potential step junctions can now immediatelybe obtained by multiplying the individual ABCD-matrices in the given order:
T = H(Tiw Tr)
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(A6.5)
Finally, after simple matrix manipulations, the GSM of the composite structure is
obtained from its generalized ABCD-matrix representation as
[Sll S12
S21 S22
CA-1
A-1
D -CA-1B
-A-1B
(A6.6)